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Demonstrators
march against

NYPD
I

Protesters march in

[

response IO police actions

Struggle for respect and identification exists among those from alternative sexual lifestyles

against a man on his

Robert Binenfeld, 65, was strangled to death in New York. Itiool
Chand Yadav, early 20s, was raped
and beaten to death in Lucknow,
India. Ronnie Paris, Jr., of Florida,
was beaten so severely that he
died of brain trauma, lie was
only 3 years old.
These people lived far apart,
were killed in different ways
and were not close in age or
lifestyles. The doctor, the thespian and the toddler do share
one thing in common — they
were all killed due to transgen-

Pfizer nixes
cholesterol
drug research
World's largest
drugmaker stops clinical
trials due to unexpected
| Page 5

Cause of train
derailment
found

der-induced violence.
The term "transgender" is an
umbrella term lo describe anyone who does not adhere to the
categories of male and female as
used by society. This could mean
a male has chosen to live his life
as a female or vice versa. This
term also describes men who display society's version of female
traits and women who display
society's version of male traits.
Lena B. FJIis-Boatman, senior,
is a member of Transcendence, a
campus-based program to educate on the transgender community and support transgenders
On campus and in the city of

Bowling (ireen, finds the sense of
community important.
"It means working with
people who are like-minded to
achieve common goals," EllisBoatman said.
With her close-cut dark hair
and pretty face, Ellis-Boatman
is not easy to categorize as
far as her lifestyle and gender
expression.
"I identify as female, however
I strongly disagree with the binary categories of gender," FJIisBoatman said.
Further self-describing herself as a "lesbian feminist", she
considers herself a "trans ally"

an empty railroad cat
flips a switch and injures
three. | Page 12

Michigan left
out: UF gets
shot at title

By Liia Halvantadt
City News Editor

A former University employee was arrested Friday
for allegedly embezzling
University funds.
Michael Mel lugh, 43, the former manager of the Northwest
Ohio Regional Book Depository
in I'errysburg, was suspended
Oct. I9after University employees reported the suspected
fraud. I le was dismissed from
his position Nov. 2 for allegedly
misusing public funds.
BGSU police officers found
McHugh at Flower Hospital in
Sylvania at about noon Friday
and arrested him at 1 p.m., said
Teri Sharp, director of media
relations at BGSU.
He was held at the Wood
County Justice Center on
SI00,000 cash bond.
Kim McBroom. associate
vice president of marketing
and communications at BGSU.
said the amount stolen was

Ex-BG coach Urban
Meyer and the
Florida Gators will
play OSU | Page 7

Falcons making
habit of pulling
off late wins
Samarco hits shot at
buzzer as BG wins on
final shot once^gain
| Page 7
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Former leader. Gen.
Augusto Pinochet
clings to life in Chile

Hussein's
lawyers appeal
death sentence
Facing death by
hanging. Saddams
defence made their first

see play Ohio State in
the BCS title game?

JORDAN FLOWER

JORDAN FIOWIR
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No cooling off on home ice
FREEZE FRAME: TOP: Adrienne Utter and Jeff Young sweep the ice in order to keep the stone moving longer
while thrower Nil Geller looks on The team won the curling event, held Saturday and Sunday at the Ice Arena.
Fourteen teams from Ohio. Michigan. Tennessee and Illinois participated. LEFT: A group of stones sit in the scoring
house at one end of the ice. A point is scored by the stone or stones of the same color closest to the center, or button. Each stone is worth one point. RIGHT: PJ Woll slides through the house while throwing a stone.

JOHN SLOAN, Senior.
Telecommunications

New business helps students organize

"Florida, it would

i

make for an excellent
show." | Page 4

TODAY
Snow Showers
High: 29. Low: 19

i

TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy

See GENDER Page 2

By Christie Karnar
Reporter

College is stressful and what
is even more stressful is the
morning class that the alarm
never seems to go off for.
Whether it is having trouble
waking up in the morning or
remembering that test next
week, a new business on campus is here to help.
Jim Tudor, senior, modeled
his business Wakeup2me after
a similar one that was started
at Michigan State University.
The business helps students

remember their test the next
day. when a project is due or
even a reminder to wake up at
a certain time.
"We live in a hectic
world where uncertainty
is almost always present.
I want to help ease the
pain of having to organize your life by doing it
for you," Tudor said.
To begin this service a
student must send an email to wakeup2me@mail.
com
and
request
See SCHEDULE | Page 2
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McHugh
Allegedly stole at
least $100,000
from BGSU

more than SI00,000.
Sharp said McHugh will
be charged with aggravated
theft and two counts of theft
in office.
McHugh was named director of the book depository in
1995 and was the first person
to hold this title, she said.
The facility is home to
books and other materials
rarely checked out from the
BGSU, University of Toledo
and Medical University of
Ohio libraries.
The case is now being
handled by the Wood
County Prosecutor. McHugh
will appear in court today at
8:30 a.m.

will donate pay raise
By Liu Halvantadt

" I think that the

City News Editor

BGSU President Sidney Ribeau
got an A at Friday's Board of
Trustees meeting.
Michael Wilcox, chair of the
board, announced that the
board ruled unanimously that
Ribeau's performance as president was "outstanding."
The announcement came
after an evaluation that included assessments of enrollment,
student retention, diversity and
test scores, Wilcox said. Because
of Ribeau's success in these categories, the board ruled to boost
his salary by 3 percent.
Ribeau said he washonored by
the salary increase but told the
board he will donate his raise to
BGSU's Building Dreams campaign, which has reached more
than $100 million in funds.
"I think that the most
important thing is the vote of
competence of the University,"
Ribeau said.
Ribeau's current salary is
$295, 722 and the 3 percent
raise would've given him
S304.593 during the 2007-08
academic year.
According to the Chronicle of
Higher Education, Ribeau's salary is one of the lowest for university presidents in Ohio.
Ohio State University president Karen llolbrook reportedly
makes $600,527 per year, including cars and bonuses, which is
the highest presidential salary in
the state. In a listing of 10 state
university salaries, Ribeau is
listed in last place in his 12th

most important
thing is the vote of
competence of the
University."
Sidney Ribeau j BGSU President

year at BGSU.
Trustees also voted that:
•BGSUwillenternegotiationstobuyBowlingGreen Industrial
Park at 436 N. Enterprise St.
The facility, which currently
houses two tenants who use
it for light manufacturing and
warehousing, could cost the
University up to S2.6 million.
The nine-member Board of
Trustees ruled unanimously
that the property would be a
profitable investment.
• The Division of Higher
Education and Student Affairs
will be recognized as a "freestanding department" within
the College of Education and
Human development. The program currently offers two graduate degree programs.
• Students who study abroad
will pay special fees to the
University to cover food, housing and expenses.
• A new life insurance package will be available for fulltime faculty and staff. This
plan will increase the amount
of insurance the University
pays and will be available for
purchase Ian. 1.
In their committee meetings

High: 53. Low: 26

k

Michael

Ribeau receives praise,

Candle* Jonas
Campus News Editor

hospital | Page 10

Who do you want to

how he chooses to express his
gender because he says that it
isn't about choosing whether
he feels more male or female,
but about how honest he is
with himself about his gender
expression on a daily basis.
Garvin does say he envies people who don't have issues with
gender expression.
"I'd love to be there. I think
there's got to be some jealousy
because it's easier to fit into one
or the other," Garvin said.
loelle Ruby Ryan, an American
Culture Studies grad student, was
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Dictator in
Chile suffers
heart attack

I

meaning she is not a transgender person, but she supports and
advocates for the education and
awareness of transgender issues.
Bailey Garvin, the vice president of Transcendence, an audio
visual supervisor at BGSU, and
BGSIJ alum, does not adhere to
society's gender norms either.
Garvin was born female but now
identifies as a male. He describes
his journey to self awareness as
cyclical and not linear.
"There's not really an ending
or a starting point. It's just kind
of coming to terms with being
myself." Garvin said.
Garvin is comfortable with

Man charged with
embezzling funds

A loose chain trailing

appeal today | Page 10

A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

An unprotected sex: Transgenders
By Chandra Niklawakl
Reporter

wedding day | Page 5
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GENDER
From Page 1

bom male, but has moved toward
the feminine side of expression in
clothing, hairstyle and makeup.
She's 6 feet tall, but it is not her
height that makes her stand out
in a crowd, but the spirit and willingness to fight for a community
seldomly acknowledged.
"Some people want way much
to pass as, for instance, female. I
want to be seen as a mmsgender
because my political goal is to
make more room for people to lit
along the spectrum, rather than
just male or female," Ryan said
The decision to keep the
physical body one was bom with
or to change physically to coincide with mental expression is
a choice Ryan and Garvin have
made so far. I lowever that is not
true for all transgender people.
Garvin believes people still
focus primarily on physical
aspects to determine gender
and recalls a story of his puberty
when he developed breasts. I lisays he was upset because every
day they were a reminder that he
was not physically the gender he
felt mentally, but eventually he
learned to accept his body.
"My breasts aren't me. They're
not a part of me. Ihey exist
on me. They don't define me,"
Garvin said.

ABROAD
From Page 1

the board members discussed
the month's topics over. 1 he
Academic and Student Affairs
committee, for example, went
over the proposal for the Study
Abroad fees. For the more
than 400 BGSU students who
choose to study abroad each
year. 300 of them participate
in one of BGSU's own education abroad programs.
The instructional and general
fees already paid by the students.
the board was concerned are not
enough to cover other expenses
incurred by students. By approving the extra fees, they believe
the program will offer students a
better experience.
Those fees are specifically,
expenses they will encounter
over seas like books and food,
as well as admission costs to

Unfortunately, when nontransgender people focus on
only the physical expression of
gender, things can turn deadly.
Binenfeld did not have hormone therapy or surgery and
lii eel life as a female until the day
a man came to her door to buy a
car. discovered she was a biological male and strangled her claiming he was traumatized by the
discover)-. A judge lessened his
sentence because of the trauma
his defense lawyer claimed was a
direct result of the murder victim's
"perverted actions." according to
the Times llerald-Iounial.
lust as Garvin lives his life as
a man, Phool. bom female, did
the same in India. A member of
a drama company, he had male
friends and wen) out for a walk
with two of them last year. He
never returned.
Phool wore a fake mustache
and it slipped off. The men
demanded he take off his clothing. When they discovered Phool
was a biological female, they
i aped him and killed him. In a
last act of humiliation, they put
the mustache back into place
before leaving him.
Stories such as these are one
of the many reasons educational groups like Transcendence
are needed,
l His-Boatman says the media
is partly to blame for the lack of
knowledge, saying there should
be more coverage of transgender

issues and also thinks there are
problems with proper pronoun
use by today's media.
For instance, many people
confuse the proper pronouns
to use when speaking with a
person who is not gender normative. Calling someone who
lives a man "she" is embarrassing and offensive.
But pronoun use isn't the
most uncomfortable subject
in this community.
Going to the bathroom isn't
a chore on campus for most
of us, but for people who are
biologically one gender and
psychologically another, it can
be a trying experience. Genderneutral bathrooms are making
more of an appearance on campus, but there arc other matters
which also need attention such
as basic survival.
Ellis-Boatman admits there
are times she feels uncomfortable when it comes to safety. She
says her rainbow pride stickers
on her car make it obvious what
her lifestyle is and she feels that is
not very popular.
Garvin says people such as
I illis-iioatman and himself, who
embrace masculinity might be
at an advantage when it comes
to living their lives because it's
more acceptable for women
to wear pants than for men to
wear dresses
"How many sissy boys do you
know? How many tomboys do

you know?" asked Garvin to clarify his point.
Unfortunately, in January 2005.
Ronnie Paris, |r., 21, showed his
son "sissy" boys would not be
tolerated in his family. According
to Tampa Bay Online, his wife,
Nysheerah Paris, testified in court
Paris was concerned his son
would grow up to be a homosexual and wanted to toughen
him up by beating him.
His efforts guaranteed his son
would not grow up to be a homosexual. In fact, Ronnie Paris would
not grow up at all. His tragic murder is known as a transgender
crime with the youngest victim in
die United States so far.
This type of prejudice in a man
so young is frightening, but as
far as students at BGSU, Ryan
believes at least the people aren't
completely closed off.
"I think there are pockets of
acceptance," Ryan said.
Garvin doesn't have a lot of
problems with his co-workers
when it comes to acceptance as
evidenced by the way die people
who work with him rely on him
for answers to various AV questions and come to him for basic
troubleshooting. There is little
doubt from the many interruptions from people needing him
for various questions that he is
good at his job.
Read tlti' remainder of this
story online al uww.bgnews.
com

SCHEDULE

and will continue until the
student receives a final call.
"Iwoulddoitbecauselhave
had times where it would be
10 o'clock at night and I had a
paper due the next day." said
Shalonna lackson, freshman.
While organizing other
student's schedules, Tudor is
still able to organize his own.
"It is not loo difficult, it is
pretty structured because
I use my computer to keep
my schedule of clients organized, "Tudor said.
As of right now, this new
found business has 15 clients
using Tudor's services.
The calls are flexible and
the prices are lenient while
services can be canceled at
anytime.
"I think it's a good idea
because it's my first semester
and I have a relatively busy
schedule and some people
are very forgetful." said Kathy
Martin, freshman.

museums and events, and
room and board.
In the financial Affairs and
Facilities committee meeting the
board members discussed the
new faculty insurance plan more
in depth. The main reasons for
updating the plan were to give
the faculty a better plan than
the) had before, to help with
employee retention and employee recruiting, and since the old
insurance plan had not been
updated since 1955 the board fell
il was lime to re-evaluate.
Alter several insurance carriers were researched, the
University decided on Sunl.ife.
hi addition to what they considered to be better rates, Sunl.ife
will offer other features like travel assistance. Iravel assistance
will benefit faculty and staff who
are working outside the country
to help them pay for travel costs.
The board adjourned Friday
until their next meeting which
will be in March.

From
what type of services they
need.
"It can be as simple as
wanting an 8 a.m. wake up
call tomorrow for class, or
hire us for the entire semester to remind you of all your
deadlines," said Tudor, CEO
of the business.
Depending on the services requested Wakeup2me
will contact a student's
professors or department
in order to request deadlines and test dates.
The service, which began
in early November, costs $2 a
single call, and no more than
S10 a month which will be
configured during a student's
consultation.
An e-mail will be sent out
to the student prior to their
due date as a first reminder

BLOTTER
THURSDAY
1:19 P.M.
Credit card reported taken and
possibly used by a Parkview Drive
resident.
8*7 P.M.
Temporary tag reported stolen from
a car parked on North Main Street.
11:58 RM.
Samantha Jean Sears. 20. of
Shelby Township, Mich., arrested
for attempting to use a fraudulent
California ID to get into a North
Main Street bar.

FRIDAY
12:19 A.M.
Brett M. McClure. 24, of Bowling
Green, arrested for disorderly
conduct while intoxicated at a Fifth
Street home. He was reported to
have thrown furniture in the front
yard and while fighting with his
girlfriend, grabbed her arm and
blocked her from leaving a room.
1:56 A.M.
Jody H. Miller. 34. of Bowling
Green, arrested for criminal mischief after she was seen in the backyard of a South Maple Street home
trying to break into the residence.
2:06 A.M.
Male reported to have jumped
on a vehicle at Wooster and Mam
streets.
2:43 A.M.
Subject called to report being
assaulted at a Seventh Street bar an
hour earlier.
3:05 RM.
Vandalism reported at an East
Wooster Street bar. According to
police reports, a staff member was
fired and he slammed the door
when he left, causing about $500 in
damage to the door.
3:16 A.M.
Riley A. Sharinghouse, 21, of
Findlay, arrested for domestic violence at a Pearl Street home after
police received a call she was fighting with her mother.
4:30 A.M.
Eric Francis Steighner. 22. of
Temple City. Calif., arrested for
unauthorized use of a motor vehicle
after he took a Chevy Tahoe from
a Lehman Avenue apartment
complex. The car owner called to
report her SUV was missing from
the parking lot. Barney's South
worker called soon after to report
Steighner had come in and boasted
about taking "some girl's Chevy
Tahoe." Steighner apparently
text messaged the girl and then
returned with the vehicle He was
taken to jail after the victim decided
she wanted to press charges.
6:09 AM

Male reported to be passed out
with a dog in an East Wooster
Street hotel's vending room. He was
warned for criminal trespassing.
11:51A.M.
Fraudulent activity on a checking
account reported at a South Main
Street bank.
10:51 RM.
Debit card fraud reported at an
East Napoleon Road apartment

complex.

SATURDAY
12:04 A.M.
Guy J. Peck, 19. of Bowling Green,
arrested for nuisance party violations at an East Napoleon Road
apartment complex. Tyler William
Smotherman. 19. also of Bowling
Green, arrested for underage possession of alcohol.
12:26 A.M.
Joel D. Shope. 19. arrested for
underage possession of alcohol at
College Drive and Third Street.
12:50 A.M.
Michael R. Willis. 19. of Delta. Ohio,
arrested for theft and underage
under the influence of alcohol at
an East Napoleon Road apartment
complex. He was observed walking
a bike across the parking lot and
dropped it when he saw police. He
was taken to jail.
1:03 A.M.
Phillip O, Larkin. of Toledo, arrested
for drug trafficking on Seventh
Street. He was taken to jail.
2:47 A.M.
Larry E. Fountain. 21. of Walbridge,
Ohio, arrested for possession of
marijuana and drug paraphernalia at
Court and Enterprise streets.
3:06 A.M.
Robert B. Shirey Jr.. 20. of Toledo,
arrested for underage under the
influence at Pearl Street and Eberly
Avenue.
4:10 A.M.
Chris N. Dines. 23. of Parma. Ohio,
arrested for disorderly conduct
while being unable to care for himself at a Second Street apartment.
7:07 A.M.
West Wooster Street resident
called to report her purse and military ID were stolen last night.

SUNDAY
12:34 A.M.
Jordan L Gibson, 22. of Willard.
Ohio, arrested for nuisance
party violation on East Merry
Avenue. Nicholas E. Wilson. 22. of
Northwest Pmkerton. Ohio, and
William Gallagher. 21. of Lakewood.
Ohio, arrested for public urination. Matthew James Arvan. 19,
of Franklin, Ohio, arrested for
underage under the influence.
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Starbucks offers extended hours during exam week.
Offering all your favorite Starbucks treats!

Free Movie:
How the Grinch Stole Christmas

Tuesday- Dec.
Friday- Dec. 8th
Sunday- Dec. 10th

206 Bowen - Thompson
Student Union Theatre
.Special
.. early showing
_
9:30PM
every Friday @ 6:30 PM
Presented by UAO
www.bgsu.edu/studentlife/organization/uao/movies.htnil

Included: GAS, HIGH Speed Internet and Private Shuttle

Gas Bills

stacking up?

Spring Semester
Leases Available

Kick them aside 8
let us foot the bill!
Finals Week Hours 12/10 - 12/16:
Sunday: 10 AM - 11 PM
rt\ftV-"
\ Wonday-Thursday: 7 AM - 11 PM
'_ ^feaP-t
Friday: 7 AM - 7 PM

cotf*

■ 1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments
' 2 Swimming Pools
■3 Laundromats

• 6,9 or 12 Month Leases
• Plenty of Resident & Visitor parking
• 24 hour Emergency Maintenance

Saturday: 8 AM-2 PM

Starbucks and the Starbucks Logo are registered trademarks of Starbucks US Brands. LLC

Office Located at 400 E. Napoleon Road
(419)352 9135
Email us: winthrop I gerdenich.com
www.winthropterrace.com

HOURS:
Monday - Friday 9:00 am ■ 5:00 pm
Saturday Hours: 10:00 am - 2:00 pm

CAMPUS
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Columbia students explore sex
By Douglas Faidan
(MCT)

NEW YORK — Famed as a hotbed of debate over academic
freedom, New York's mosl elite
school is also a playpen for sexual hijinks. sophomoric antics
and the wacky indulgences of
the children of the rich.
While their parents shell
out S33.246 a year in tuition,
Columbia University students
doff their clothes at naked
parties, flock lo sex toys workshops, broadcast porn on
campus TV, bake anatomically correct pies for the "Erotic
Cake-Baking Contest" and

RENEE JONES SCHNEIDER | APMOIO

heat up the steps of the Low
Library in a mass makeoul
session called the "Big Kiss."
And of course, there's always
the stimulating game, "Guess
the Number of Condoms in ihe
lelly-Bean lar."
Others volunteer for the bullwhip at Conversio Virium, the
university-sanctioned S&M
club that means "exchange of
power" in Latin. It calls itself
a "discussion group" that provides "education and peer support" and promotes "safe, sane
and consensual play." Bui the
club doesn't just talk.
late on the night of Nov. 13,
a Daily News reporter sat in
room 303 of Hamilton Hall, a

GET A LIFE

San Jose State deters

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

PATIENCE: Ivy Tejano holds the hand of a patient complaining of pain as she checks the patient's vitals during her shift at Augustana
Nu'sing Home m Minneapolis. Minnesota. November 29.2006 The pipeline of foreign nurses went dry this month after a special pool of
50.000 visas 'or foreign nurses and their families was u^ed up. Congress will have to act to add more of these visas before international
rtent can pick up again.

Some evenn ubn from e**tiKbqsuedu

jumpers from fence
By Dana Hull
MCT

U.S. in need of foreign nurses
By Jean Hopfenspargar
McCtatchy Newspapers

MINNEAPOLIS - When Ivy
I'ejano flew to Minneapolis from
the Philippines in July, she followed in the footsteps of thousands of fellow nurses who fill
,i critical need in health care In
the Twin Cities and nationwide.
But that pipeline of foreign
nurses, which has provided staff
members for senior health facilities across the nation, went dry
this month, alter a special pool
of 50.000 visas tin foreign nurses
and their families was used up.
(longress Will have to act to add
more of these visas before international recruitment can pick
up again.
"Would this affect us?
Absolutely." said Sharon Wilson,
who oversees the Philippine
recruitment
program for
Augustana (are Corporation,
which hired Tejano to work in its

Pa(rick Page is a St. Paul,
Minn., immigration attorney
who helped more than 1,500
Philippine nurses enter the
country. He said Congress had
approved the 50,000 extra visas
—above and beyond the normal
employment quota — because
of demands by employers.
Without that extra pool, foreign
nurses will have to wait four or
five years to come here because
the demand far exceeds the number of Other visas.
I uiployers are lobbying
Congress to issue more of the
\isas. said Page. lawmakers are
expected to consider the issue
next year.
The island nation of (he
Philippines is the lop supplier 3
Tejano is much like the other
recruits coming to Minnesota
to fill (hose vacancies. She
Studied at a university with
textbooks and curriculum
nearly identical to those used
in (he United Slates.

Minneapolis nursing home.

Another 20 Philippine nurses
are in Augustana's pipeline right
now and could be locked out
because of (he visa situation,
said Wilson.
"There is a nurse shortage.
particularly for registered nurses," she said. "Short term, we
probably could manage. Long
term, il could be a problem."
Meanwhile, Tejano, 26, worries that her husband in (he
Philippines may not be able to
emigrate here quickly. He musl
rely on the same visa pool as the
nurses; it covers both nurses and
their families.
Thecutoffisalreadya matter of
conversation in the Philippines.
' I just talked to my mom on
the phone; she said she heard
over the news that America
had slopped bringing in inns
es," said Tejano, who works a(

Augustana Health Care Center

"People don't know when it
will reopen again."

venerable classroom building
where Columbia students have
studied Roe, Halo and Plutarch
for nearly 100 years.
Asafemalesludent volunteer
stood facing the blackboard,
and two dozen Columbians
watched, a lecturer who identified himself only as Dov
flogged her repeatedly with
leather whips, rubber hoses
— and a cat-o'-nine-tails.
"I'm Dov, and these are my
toys," he said, and for the
next 14 minutes he demonstrated lashing techniques.
The activity was consensual,
but the squeals of delight
mingled with the occasional
yelps of pain.

7:30 a
Have Too Much Money
on Your Card?
Chily's. Temptations. Kravings

"Of the whole

7:30 p.m.
Adrianne DeVille. Art
Honors Project

downtown area, we
San lose Slate University officials are considering adding wonder why do they
suicide barriers to a parkkeep picking this
ing garage after two women
jumped from the building's
garage."
stairwell this fall.
"We want to avoid any John Skyberg | San Jose Stale Unwrsity
other jumping," said John
Skyberg of the university's have two incidents in such a
Facilities Development and short time span," Sgt. |ohn
Operations department.
laws of the university police
The five-story garage, which department said.
is about 60 feet tall, has open
Skyberg said there have been
stairwells. Skyherg said the four suicide attempts from the
university is looking at a vari- garage in the last 15 years. But
ety of options, from erecting the back-to-back incidents this
some kind of steel barrier fall drew renewed attention to
to adding a wrought iron or the issue. They came on the
chain link fence that would heels of the August death of
enclose the stairwells and act San lose State student Katrell
Collier, who fell lo his death
as a deterrent
In September, a woman from a city parking garage near
who lived in a local halfway the campus.
house died after jumping
"Of the whole downtown
from an upper level stairwell area, we wonder why do they
of the garage. In October, keep picking this garage,"
another woman suffered Skyberg said. "We want people
serious injuries after jump- to rethink what they are doing,
and if there's a harrier, maybe
ing from the stairwell.
"It was unusual for us to people will change their mind."

CMA Green Room

A Gift for A Special
Someone
Chily's and Temptations

Orqoing
In Stabiano: Exploring
the Ancient Seaside
Villas of the Roman
Elite
Toledo Museum of Art

Like to find
mistakes? Be a
copy editor.
E-mail:
thenews
@
bgnews.com

Students fail exams, colleges get money
By Marc Freeman
MCT

Palm Beach County, Ha., high
school Students are taking college level classes in record numbers, meaning more money for
campuses despite a drop in the
percentage of exams passed.
Schools las(year collected abou(
$992 from the state each time a
Student earned a passing score
of 3 on an Advanced Placement
exam, producing a record payout

of S8.6 million, administrators

say More (hail $376,000 of thai
reward went to teacher bonuses,
with the remainder for testing
Ices, teacher (raining and other

program expenses,
Between 2002 and this year, the
percentage of students taking the
rigorous AP exams at the conclusion of their AP classes increased
from 22 percent to 32 percent,
recent statistics show. During
the same period, the percentage of students passing the tests
in subjects such as English literature, U.S. history, and calculus
— dropped from 60 percent to 50
percent. More students are taking
[he usts, but fewer are passing.
We would like to see a similar
increase in test scores, but we're
not getting that at the moment,"
said Dean Sleeker, director of
research and evaluation for the
school district.
An encouraging sign for administrators is the number of passing

exams by juniors and seniors rose
from 4,294 to 7,226 this year. That
demonstrates that more students
are milking the most of the classes, said Trevor Packer, executive
director of the AP program for
the College Board, the nonprofit
association that oversees the college-level courses.
"Without exam results that
show the students are developing
a college-level understanding of
the college material, growth is not
good for growths sake," he said
The national program, with 37
courses and exams across 22 subject areas, is in its 51st year. High
school students who take the
classes can gain college credits or
skip introductory college classes.
Recent participation gains have
been greatest among the county's
white students, from 26.2 percent
to 39.8 percent, but there also are
more black and Hispanic students
taking the tests than fouryearsago,
according to the College Board.
Black students' [xirticipation rate
increased from 6.7 percent to 11.9
percent, while the Hispanic students' rate climbed from 21.6 percent to 28.7 percent.
local schools pay S82 per
exam, but they get an $8 relate
for administering each exam and
a S22 discount for a student from
a low-income family.
District figures show that two
high schools. Glades Central and
lake Worth, had the lowest participation, at 12 and 14 percent,

respectively. Two schools tied for
100 percent participation, A.W.
Dreyfoos School of the Arts in
Wist Palm Beach and Suncoast in
Riviera Beach.
But those statistics could be
misleading, Sleeker said.
The district's formula divides
the number of students taking at least one Advanced
Placement lest by the total
number of juniors and seniors
at the school. Most schools offer
AP courses only for upper-class
Students, so the numbers work
out. But Suncoast and Dreyfoos
have some freshmen and sophomores taking AP tests, and thai
skews the figures, Stecker said.
One of tile biggest success stories this year came from Palm
Beach Lakes High in West Palm
Beach. It was one of just four
campuses to report both a higher
participation and passing rale.
Participation rose from 10 percent to 21 percent, and the passing rate increased from 21 percent lo 25 percent.
"We worked very hard to do
that," said Marjorie Lesser, assistant principal and Advanced
Placement coordinator.
"Our guidance department has
encouraged our students to push
themselves to the max."
In 2004. Palm Beach lakes students took 131 AP exams; eight
exams got the top score of 5. This
year, students took 290 exams, and
26 exams earned the top score.

Into Signing A Lease??
Lease Signing Begins January 16th

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE &
UNIVERSITY
COURTS
Mercer al Clough

Management Inc.

1045 IN. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

• "Tenani Friendly" Management
• 24 hr. emergency maintenance
• Time-Warner cable service included
in rentals
• Central air & heat

• Convenient laundry facilities
• Convenient to Campus Shuttle Stop
• Short walk to Library, Student Rec
Center and all campus facilities.

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm apis.

• Check out our Web Site for Specials and
Pictures of apartments
• Renting for 2007-2008

• www.meccabg.com

Heat & Cable Included
UNIVERSITY COURTS 1&2 bedrooms for mature students.
Quiet and cozy environment. Furnished Available.

Heat & Cable Included
ONE BLOCK SOUTH 0) W00STER (419)352-0164
\\ \l K ON OVER"
wwvf.universityapariments.us

OPINION
PEOPLE ON

"The Constitution guarantees for everyone to take the oath of office
on whichever book they prefer, and that's what the freedom of religion
is all dDOUt - Keith Ellison, on his intention to be sworn in as the first Muslim
elected to Congress by taking the oath with his hand on the Koran, from Time.com

THE STREET Who do you want to see playOhio State in the BCS title game?
"Florida"

"Michigan."

DEREK WINNER.
Sophomore. Supply Chain
Management

JON CARDER.
Sophomore. VCT

Bowl games, BCS title
game bring controversy
After Southern California's
loss to UCLA on Saturday.
the sports world huddled up,
trying to answer the question on all of their minds:
who would be joining Ohio
State to play for the national
championship? Will it be
Michigan or Florida?
ESPN's Lee Corso, Yahoo!
Sports writer Dan Wetzel and
Detroit Free Press columnist
Drew Sharp are among many
making a case Florida. They
claim that Florida's victory
in the SEC Championship
Game over Arkansas, coupled with Michigan's second-place finish in the Big
Ten Conference, pushes the
Gators over the VVolverines.
Besides, Michigan had
their shot at Ohio State, and
they blew it, so another team
deserves their chance.
Still others, like Detroit
Free Press columnist Michael
Rosenberg and ESPN's Kirk
Herbstreit, believe that
Michigan is more deserving of being the number two
team. They point to the fact
that Michigan's only loss was
by three points to the topranked Buckeyes.
They also argue that voters should not pick Florida
simply because they haven't
played Ohio State. Instead,
they've stressed that it should
be the best two teams in the
nation, regardless if they've
played before.
Strong cases could be
made for both teams, but
ultimately, one will be left
out, and fans of that team
will cry foul. Their target will
be the same as always: the
Bowl Championship Series,
created in 1998 to resolve
the issue of co-champions in
college football.
Before 1998, college football
relied solely on the Associated
Press and Coaches' Polls, also
known as the human polls, to
determine a national champion. The BCS sought to fix
that by using an average of
computer rankings and two
human polls to rank teams.
Unfortunately, the BCS
has generally created even
more headaches. Last year,
Sports Illustrated on Campus
writer Arash Markazi wrote an
article critical of the BCS that
brought forth several examples of controversy.
Markazi noted the 2001
season, when second-ranked
Miami was left out of the
national championship game
in favor of third-ranked
Florida State, a team Miami
had beaten that season.
Or 2002, when fourthranked Nebraska, blown out
62-32 by Colorado in their
season finale, played Miami
for the national title, leav-
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ing second-ranked Oregon
out in the cold. Oregon
easily beat Colorado in the
Fiesta Bowl, while Nebraska
lost 37-14 to Miami.
In 2003, USC, Oklahoma
and LSU all had one loss, but
USC and LSU had won their
conference titles. Still, the
BCS rankings placed LSU in
the National Championship
game with Oklahoma, who
had just lost 35-7 in the Big 12
Conference Championship.
LSU won and was crowned
national champion, but LSU
was No. 1 in the Coaches'
Poll and USC was No. 1
in the AP poll. Many still
consider both schools "cochampions" and were upset
the teams didn't play for the
national championship.
In 2004, undefeated Auburn
and undefeated Utah never
got a chance to play for a
national title. Oklahoma got
the nod and promptly lost to
USC. leading to criticism that
the odd-team-out would have
fared better.
All of this argument and
debate has led to (he search
for a solution of this problem.
Coaches, commentators, and
fans alike feel the current system is a total mess.
The most commonly mentioned solution to this problem
is a playoff system, just like
every other collegiate sport
has. Critics of the BCS point
to the inconsistencies and the
success of playoff systems in
other sports as examples of
why college football needs to
join the crowd.
I lowever, college football is
a sport deep in tradition, and
part of that tradition is the
end-of-the-year bowl games.
Most of the debate has been
how to try and incorporate a
college football playoff alongside the existing bowl game
structure, something that is
not easy to do.
College football analyst and
commentator Terry Bowden
recently proposed a solution to
this challenge. In a November
column on Yahoo! Sports,
Bowden called for incorporating existing bowl games into
a playoff structure, essentially
making the bowl games into
playoff games.
While it sounds great in
practice, a playoff system
using existing bowls for
playoff games is disastrous
for college football. Smaller
schools like Bowling Green
and teams outside the top
eight would lose a chance at
hundreds of thousands of
dollars, maybe even millions.
Yes. the BCS is a broken
system that doesn't truly determine a national champion and
tends to favor major conferences. Yes, it relies too heavily
upon computers to determine
who gets to play for the championship and who doesn't.
Unfortunately, it's a lot better
than Bowden's idea.
In his example, the Rose
Bowl, Orange Bowl, Fiesta
Bowl, Sugar Bowl, Cotton
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Bowl, Capital One Bowl, and
Holiday Bowl would all host
playoff games. The quarterfinal games would start on Dec.
23 and 24, with the semifinals
the next weekend and the
championship game the week
after that.
It's simple, easy to follow,
and doesn't cut into academic studies for the athletes.
However, there is one glaring
flaw that makes this idea poor.
With seven of the biggest
bowl games reserved for a
playoff system, money would
be even more unfairly distributed in college football.
Playoff teams could possibly
earn multiple large payouts
that would give them a clear
advantage for years to come.
For example, the St.
Petersburg, Fla. Times reported that both teams playing in
the 2006 Orange Bowl received
$13 million. The Rose Bowl's
Web site notes that their payout is the largest in college
football: S14.5 to 15 million to
each of the teams playing.
Smaller bowls pay far less
per team. The slightly-smaller Cotton Bowl in Dallas
paid out only S3 million:
the even smaller Motor City
Bowl in Detroit paid each
team S750.000.
These smaller, less important bowls are often where
the smaller football programs end up playing. It's
quite obvious to see there is a
huge gap in what each team
earns, and therefore, a huge
gap in competition.
Of course, since bowl
games are televised, the
bowl committees will want
teams with national appeal.
Decreasing the number of
bowl games means that teams
from smaller conferences will
be shut out in favor of teams
from major conferences like
the Big Ten.
Also, it's important to know
that bowl games are generally an important source of
revenue for athletic programs.
If smaller schools are not playing in these games, they're
making less money than the
big schools, and can't keep up
competitively.
On top of that, if you only
need to get into the top eight
and not the top two, aiming
for perfection doesn't matter
so much. You can still win a
national championship with
one or even two losses under a
playoff system, and that could
lead to decreased fan interest
during the regular season.
Incorporating the bowl
system into the playoffs
would make for fantastic ratings and excitement for the
fans. But it will force smaller
conferences like the MidAmerican Conference back to
where they once were: nothing more than punching bags
for the major programs.

Send comments to Brian Sabekii at
bsobel@bgsu.edu.
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'Michigan, because

"Boise State, because

I like the rivalry. It

they're the only other

causes lots of havoc."

undefeated team in

Have your own take on
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today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

ALEXMIKOS,
Sophomore.
Telecommunications

MOLLY VOLZ, Junior
Social Work
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a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnewscom

GEORGE,

HWEW
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CHRISTMAS
LIGHTS?

WEB SITE POLL

Q:Why
you choose
your major.'•7

US. needs to be
cautious when creating
a timetable for Iraq
LIKI HOWARD I GUEST COLUMNIST

I have an
undeniable
passion for it:
66% (96 people)

I know I can
find a job
easily: 21%
(31 people)

My parents
tola me to:
2% (3 people)

It's an easy
major: 10%
(15 people)

The BG News poll is not
scientific and reflects the
opinions of only those Internet
users who have chosen to
participate. The results cannot
be assumed to represent the
opinions of Internet users in
general nor the public as a
whole

Before I begin my arguments,
let me assure the readers of this
letter 1 am a full supporter of
the troops in Iraq.
But I do believe that the war
in Iraq is unjustified. With this,
I find it necessary for Congress,
President Bush, or even the
government in Iraq to come up
with and announce a checklist
or estimated timeline for when
they expect to see most troops
withdrawn from Iraq.
I.el me explain why I'm not
demanding a full, down to the
day timeline for events: Logic
tells us that if Bush were to
announce such a timeline, the
militants in Iraq would suddenly lessen their bombings and
attacks because they would
know they only need to sit back
and wait for the withdrawal of
the troops.
At this point, they could
return to their previous tactics
without any interruptions.
Knowing this, 1 still think that
a plan is needed for removal of
America's presence from Iraq.
The first reason for this
involves the number of
American troops who are dying.
There have already been 2,889
American troops killed in Iraq.
No one wants to see
American troops dead, yet
there are continuously being
sent to Iraq, without any
planned timeline for the future.
I believe the U.S. government,
in effect the 'employers' of these
troops, should be responsible
for informing their employees'
of what they can expect over
the next several years.
I do realize that at least the
Army has a five-year plan in
place during which they tell
their soldiers they can expect
to see four years of inactive service and training following one
year of deployment.
I realize this does allow for
some planning by the members of the American armed
forces, but as an employee,

would you want to accept
such an unsure plan?
My next reason involves
the effect of not having a plan
on companies and industries
affected by the war in Iraq.
lake imaginary Company
A for further explanation.
Company A makes a part that
in necessary for producing
tanks and is only used for producing tanks.
When the 'War on Terror'
started they increased production by 120 percent due to
increased requests. In order to
produce the product in a suddenly increased number, the
company doubled their number of employees.
If Company A were to suddenly receive word that at the
end of the month the need
for their product will return
to pre-war status, they will
suddenly required to lay off
many of their employees with
little or no warning.
Not only will this leave many
people unemployed, especially
if one considers that this applies
to many different industries,
not just made up Company A.
Without a plan for industries,
the economy could see a quick
downturn and a high unemployment rate.
Congress has already
approved more than $400 billion for military use in Iraq and
Afghanistan. Estimates have
placed the total cost in the billions, or possibly even trillions
of dollars.
Without a timeline, Congress
can not budget for the war in
Iraq, only approve money as it
is needed.
The American people are
owed at least an estimated
timeline for the length of the
war in Iraq, even if we are only
considering people's lives and
the economy.

lMolhMadfresbman.Eo\aionaril
Huiwtbekprnenthrjward@bgsu.Bii
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Demonstrators fight in defense of man killed
By Vmrll Dobink
The Associated Press

vear-old Sean Hell was killed and
his friends Trent Itenefield and

\i:u VORK—The man gunned
down in a spray of 50 police bullets (iii his wedding day was buried Saturday as htindredsiilaii(;i\
demonstrators honored him with
a moment of silence before going
jaw-to-jaw with police in a bitter
confrontation outside a Queens
precinct house.

The demonstrators taunted
police, standing Jus) inches away

»D«MROUWI)EE ' APP»:"

IN MEMORY: A member of the New Black Panther Patty is seen at the memottal site of
a police shooting victim, Sean Bell, in the Queens borough of New York, on Saturday As
Bell, the man killed in a hail of police bullets, was buried Saturday, several hundred people
observed a moment of silence near the strip club where he and two friends were shot after
leaving a bachelor party.

Companies still send
mail to twin towers site
NEW YORK (AP) — It's the
kind of holiday mail that
might have been tossed aside,
discarded like any other piece
of junk mail: a special offer for
a facial at a local spa.
(tally the address on the letter
no longer exists. And the woman
the letter is addressed to died
more than five years ago in the
terrorist attack on the World
Trade Center.
Hundreds of pieces of mail
destined for the former trade
center still arrive every day at a
post office facing ground zero
— the relics of the unfinished
lives of Sept. 11 victims.
Telephone
bills,
insurance statements, wine club
announcements, college alumni newsletters, even government
checks populate the bundles of
mail. Kach bears the ZIP code
once reserved exclusively for the
twin towers: 10048.
"I guess sooner or later
they'll realize the towers
aren't back up," said letter carrier Scprina lones-Sims, who
handles the trade center mail.
"I don't know when."
Some of the nation's most
recognizable companies and
organizations, from retailers to research hospitals,
are among those sending
the mail. Much of it seems
to result from businesses not
updating their bulk mailing
lists, said U.S. Postal Service
spokeswoman Pat McGovern.
The
postal
service
declined to identify the
senders and recipients of the
letters according to policy.
Several companies formerly
housed in the towers also
declined comment.
The trade center mail meets
varied fates once it arrives at
the Church Street station.
A handful of companies pay
for a service that forces the post
office to hold the mail until
a messenger picks it up. The
rest of the mail travels various
routes. Some will be returned
to the sender, some will be forwarded to the company's current address and some will be
sent to a Brooklyn recycling
firm to be destroyed.
That the Postal Service is
even forwarding mail from a
nonexistent address five years
later is rare. "Normally we'd

only forward mail for a year,
but we're making an exception
here," McGovern said.
The trade center's mail used
to travel from the Church Street
post office and up through the
towers. It would start on the
ground tucked in the letter carrier's bag and continue up higher
and higher — to the With floor,
the 89th floor, the 104th floor.
The morning's mail never
made it through the flames and
smoke on Sept. 11,2001. It stayed
put with the letter carriers, who
silently observed the chaos that
unfurled outside the post office.
Flying debris blew out most of
its windows. After a three-year
restoration, its doors officially
reopened in August 2004.
Rafael Feliciano delivered
mail to floors 78 through 100 of
the south tower for three years.
He watched the tower collapse
on television from a bar several
blocks away with a co-worker.
"He turned to me and said,
You just lost your route,'"
Feliciano recalled. When the
dust cleared, he spent weeks

from a row of officers and daring the police to lay a band on
than, some in the crowd held
signs reading "Death to the pigs"
and Shoot back."
"fifty shots from the New York
cops!" the crowd chanted before
the moment of silence.
"We didn't come here to start
any violence." said Malik A1I11
Shaba//., a black nationalist lead
er. "The New York police Mailed
the violence."
I he March (it Outrage" 0TRB
nized by the New Black Panther
flait) came one week aft

loseph Guzman were wounded
when police opened fire on the
unarmed trio's car as they left
a strip dub. The demonstration
Saturday began outside the (tub.
mined around the coiner to the
site of tin- slu idling, II id then 11 in
tinned to the precinct.
si,in
Nelson, a Queens
woman in the crowd with two
sons in their 20s. said relations
between the police and local
residents were antagonistic
even before the shooting.
"It could have been my son.
she said. "I The police] need to
start seeing people as people, not
animals. You don't even shoot at

an animal 50 times."
At a local hospital. Guzman
v\,i- upgraded From critical to
stable condition Saturday, and
Hcnelield remained stable.
Outside the facility, an attorney fur the two reiterated that
the] do nut believe there was a
fourth person in the car before
the shooting as police suggest,

and an undercover officer did
not identify himself and Hash his
badge to the men in the car.
"Neither of the victims who
are hospitalized, their bodies riddled with bullets, saw a badge 01
beard a command that the man
who was holding a gun was a
police officer," attorney sanford
Kubenslein said.

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
'07 May/Aug. Leases
Now Available
Call 419-352-9392
■or www.froboserentaIs.com
for current listing
These houses won't
last long

Call TODAY!
FROBOSFRKNTAI.S

By Robert Burns
Trie Associated Press

WASHINGTON

to hear all advice before
making derisions about
changes in Iraq strategy
even as it was disclosed thai
Donald II. Rumsfeld called
for major changes in tactics
two days before he resigned

ed officers to lire on Hell's
vehicle on Nov. 25, but police
apparently feared one man in
the group was about to get a

gun. The unarmed \ ictimswere

as defense secretary.
"In my view it is time for a
major adjustment." Idimsfeld

black; the five officers were
Mack, Hispanic and white.
Queens
District
Artorne)
Richard A. Brown was utvestigat
ing the case and civil rights leaders including the Hev.AISharpton
ha\ e (ailed for murder charges.
On
Friday, an
overflow
crowd of tearful mourners paid
(heir respects to Hell inside the
Community Church ol Christ in
Queens. Hell and his tun friends
were celebrating his bachelor
party before the shoot ing.

wrote in a Nov. 6 memo to
the While House. "Clearly,

what us. forces are currently
doing in Iraq is not working
well enough or fast enough."
Existence ol the classified
memo was first reported In
The New York limes on ils
Interne) site Saturday evening in a stm \ lui the paper's
Sundaj editions.
Pentagon press secretary Erie Huff said he was
not the source ol the leak
to the Times, but confirmed
the memo's authenticity to
The Associated Press late
Saturday.
"The formulation of these
Ideas evolved over a period of
several weeks, Ruff said in a
telephone Interview,
He said the options presented in the paper were
Rumsfeld's personal ideas
developed iii conversations
with a \aiict\ of people, not
pan of a formal Pentagon
review that also is under way.
Rumsfeld had previously
said publicly that lie believed
U.S. eiluris in Iraq were not
winking well enough or last
enough, hut he has noli,died
for a "major adjustment" in
the u.s. approach to stabilizing Iraq,
Ruff also emphasized that
Rumsfeld does not endorse
anj one particular recommendation, and that he

Cholesterol drug may be dangerous

M»BK IEKNIH4N

HEALTH PROBLEMS: Hirer has cut off all clinical trials and development for a cholesterol drug that was supposed to be die star of its pipeline because of an unexpected
number of deaths and cardiovascular prob!> By Theresa Agovino
The Associated Press
(Al'l—Pfizer Inc. said Saturday
it has cut off all clinical trials
and development for a cholesterol drug thai was supposed
to be the stai ol its pipeline
because of an unexpected
number of deaths and cardio-

vascular problems in patients
who used It
The world's largest drugmaker said it was told Saturday
that an independent board
monitoring a study for torcetrapib, a drill; that raises levels

of lll)i., or what's commonly
known as good cholesterol,

end because ol "an imbalance
ni mortalitj and cardiovascu
lar events."
I he iieus is devastating
lo Pfizer, which had been
i minting on the drug to re\ i
talize stagnant sales that
have been hurt by numerous paten) expirations on key
products, it has said it was
spending iiniund SHOO million to develop Inn etiapih.
i here were already concerns about the drug because
a recent study showed ii trig
gered a slight increase in blood
pressure, Bui it was unclear if
that was behind the patient
deaths and cardiovascular
problems.
Pfizer said it is asking
all
clinical
investigators
Conducting trials to warn

PFIZER
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8" SOB SANDWICHES I
Management Inc.

Renting for
2007/2008
Call 353-5800 or
Visit Us Online at
www.meccabg.com
Have a few places
open NOW

FindlayPikwApts.
111/113 Findlay Pk Portage, OH
Large 2 & 3 bdrm Apts.
Efficiency Garage for 1 Vehicle
Starting at S475/mo. ♦ Utilities
Only Moments from B.G.!

Evargfvan Apts.
21SE.PocRd.
Large 1 or 2 Bedroom
Efficiencies
Laundry on Site
BGSU Bus Route
Only ISminute walk to campus!

/tfiM::A
HeinzsiteApts.
710-652 N. Enterprise

1 & 2 Beedrooms
Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm
Walking distance to campus!

/(fEfcCA
Management Inc.
Stop by the Office
at 1045 N. Main St. or
Check Us Out at
www.maeccabg.com
for full listing.
prices, & pictures!

f^jjT gjjg SANDWICHES!
My club sandwiches have twice the meat aid cheese, (ry it
II my Iresh baked thick sliced 1 grain bread it my famous
homemade Irench bread!

#7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB

PLAIN SUMS™

#1 PEPE*
Real apple wood smoked ham anil provolone cheese
garnished with lattice, tomato, aid mayo (Awesome!)

#2 BIG JOHN
Medium rare shaved raast beef, topped with yummy
mayo, lettuce, and timato. (Can't hiat this oil!)

#3 SORRY CHARLIE
Hillul.il.-Apu.
1082 F.iirview Av»>.
1 & 2 bdrm Apis, or 3 bdrm Twnh.
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal
Washer & Dryers (in 2/3 bdrm)
Air Conditioning
Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle
•Ask about internet discount

•••^MSSBS*

III •( my tasty sib sandwiches ire a fill 8 inches il
homemade French bread. Iresh veggies and the finest
meats ft cheese I can buy! And if it matters to yoi.
we slice everything fresh everyday in this stare, right
here where yon cm see it. I No mystery meat here!)

Fresh housemade tuna, mixed with celery, onions, and
oir tasty saice. then tipped with alfalfa sprouts
cucumber, lettuce, aid tomato (My tuna rocks!)

#4 TURKEY TOM*

I fill 1/4 pound if real applewoad smoked ham. piovoloie
cheese, lettuce, timato, ft real mayil (I real stach)

any Sub minus ihe <ef |ies and sauce
SUM
SUM
SUM
SUM
SUM
SUM

I
2
3
4
5
6

#8 BILLY CLUB*

Han I cheese
least leel
Tuna salad
turkey hitast
Salaeii. capicola. cheese
Bauble prereloie

loast beil. ham. piovolone. Bijn mistard. lettuce.
iomato. ft mayo (Here's ti my old pal lilly whi
invented this gnat combo.)

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB*
leal genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham. aid
provolone cheese all topped with lettuce. I ornate, onion,
mayo, and lur homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(You hav'ta order hot peppers, just »h!)

low Carb Lettuce Wrap

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB*

Fresh sliced turkey breast, topped with lettuce.
tomato, alfalfa sprouts, and mayo. (The original >

#5 VIT0*
The original Italian sub with gena salami, provolone.
capicola. onion, lettuce, tomato. ft a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Order it with hit peppers, tnst mi!)

#6 VEGETARIAN

$

Several layers of provolone cheese separated by rial
avocado spread, alfalia sprouts, sliced cucumber, lettuce,
tomato, and mayo. (Truly a gourmet sib not for vegetarians
only
peace dude!)

I full I Ii pound el fresh sliced) medium rare roast beef.
provolone. lettuce, tomato, ft mayo. (It rocks!!!)

Same ingredients and puce ol the
sub or club without the bread.

#11 COUNTRY CLUB*
fresh sliced turkey breast, applewood smoked ham.
priveloie. aid tins if lettuce, timati. aid mayo1
(I very traditional, yit always eiceptinal classic!)

YOUR CATERING
SOLUTION!!!
»UJt LUHCHtS PIAMKS. FIRTHS!
IUIVEIT 0P.DEP.S till inclide a deliwy
chart! at 35c per item.

#12 BEACH CLUB* ®
Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, aiocado
\ spread, sliced cucimber. sproits. lettuce, tomato, aid
mayo! (It's the real deal folks, aid it ain't even California.)

• • ■ • JIMMVJ0HNS.COM • • • •

J.J.B.LT."

• SIDE ITEMS •
Safety

SI.H/S1.29

• Glut chocilne chip or oatmcil laisii coohit... $1.31
• Real potato chips or jumbo kosher dill pickle.... So.15
• Eitia load it meat
$1.25
• Ei Ira cheese Ol extra aiicado spread

SB 80

• Hot Peppers

$1.35

FREEBIES ISUBS l CLUBS ONUI
Onion, lettuce, alfalfa sprouts, toma'o. mayo, sliced
cucumber. Dijon mustard, oil A rinegar. and oregano

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB*
Double provolone. real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, alfalfa sproits. lettuce, timati. ft mayo
(Try it n my 7-graii while wheat bread. This veggie
sandwich is world class')

lacon, lettuce, tomate, ft mayo.
(The oily bitter ILT is mama's III. this one riles!)

HOUSES!

changes

THE JJ.
GARGANTUANr"
This sandwich was invented by
Jimmy John's brother Huey It's huge
eiough to feed the hungriest of all
humans' Tons ol genoa salami, sliced
smoked ham. capicola. roast beef.
turkey ft provolone. jammed inn
oie of our homemade French huns
then smothered with onions mayo,
lettuce, tomato, ft our homemade
Italian dressing.

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB*
least heef. turkey breast, lettuce timato. ft mayo.
Ii Imerican classic, certainly not invented by JJ. hut
definitely tweaked and line tuned to perfection'

#15 CLUB TUNA*
Tke same as our 03 Sorry Charlie eicept this one has a
lot more. Homemade tuna salad, provolone. sprouts.
cucumber.lettuce, ft tomato. (I guarantee it's awesome!)

#16 CLUB LULU*
fresh sliced turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato, ft
mayo. | JJ s original turkey ft bacon club)

I WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK IT
BOWLING GREEN

1616 E. WOOSTER

419.352.7200

YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!"
"MIS J1MMT JIM SmuCHIIl INC 111 II.MIS KSllVtB Ii Icseur lit li(ll

ID

Milt lit ■•iiCbia(ti
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From Page 5
Identifying office workers who
came to pick up theii mail,
searching for familiar faces to
Bee if they had survived.
Mail addressed to people
who were killed was marked as
(Icceasi'ilriKhlawaii. hes.iiil. Hut
it kc|)i coming,
"It's lieen five years later. I low
many people don't know the
towers are gone?" I»' said
(ones, 39, tookoverthe trade
center mail alter Peliclano —
too shaken to enter tall buildings any longei
left his route
to become .1 diner. She gets
to work at 5 a in. I he mail is
carefully divided among white
plastic trays labeled li\ com
pany name.
Bui the Church Street post
ullii e
built in 1935 and now
on Ihe National Register of
Historic Places
is no longer
ihe bustling bub it was when it
stood just steps awaj from the
citv's tallest buildings.
Between 2001 and 2002, the
total weekh, volume dropped
from 1.2 million pieces to just

1 -L

1

:Cd
4

-"

1

kr—

1
UNFINISHED BUSINESS:

MARK IENNIHAN i AP PHOTO
iPSdri.

Rjphael Fetano poses at the Wo-H Trade

Center Nov. 28. 2006 in New York More than live years afte; the towers fell, hundreds of
pieces ol mail destined for the former World Trade Center still arrive every day al the post
office facing ground reto' the relics of the unfinished lives of Sept. II wet

485.000. It has risen slightly in

the years sin e.
I he neighborhood is slowt)
awakening, attracting more and
more residents and businesses
.ilier the exodus that occurred

five years ago. i he post office's
marble Hi >DI s ai c newly polished
and the building is brimming

with employees. When tbc\
g.i/e out the long ba) windows

overlooking ground zero, they
see nothing but blue sky.
"You start Hashing back to
thai day," Felicianosaid. "Ihat's
why I gin oil the routes. It's like a
movie thai plays Over and over
invoui head.'

Many people in our country are

WWWBGNEWS.COM

High winds cause fire,
destruction of homes
By Jeff Wilson

"We are in a structure protection mode," Parker said.
It s smoky, it's dusty and it's
hard to breathe."
There was no containment figures and no injuries
were reported.
Another blaze began about
7 a.m. near Moorpark, but lire
officials later classified both
fires as a single blaze known as
the Shekell incident, although
they were a couple of miles
apart. A third fire burned
south of Camarillo and was
expected to be contained at 30
acres, authorities said.
In Riverside County, firefighters gained control of a
wildfire that burned 100 acres
of hillside brush. The fire,
which began late Saturday
near a high school in Norco.
was fanned by strong winds
and caused one minor injury
to a firefighter.
The causes of the fires were
under investigation.

" It's smoky, it's

The Associated Press

dusty and it's hard to

MOORPARK, Calif. — A fire
driven by strong Santa Ana
winds yesterday desilined five
homes and a storage building
and endangered hundreds of
others ill canyons and hillsides, authorities said.
The blaze burned about
4,100 acres, or six square miles,
destroying five homes and
damaging live others, Ventura
County FireCapt. Barry Parker
said, lire officials called for
voluntary evacuations as bun
dreds of residents packed up
valuables while dozens of trailcis used In transport livestock
were lined up on a road.
The sheriffs said If you
sec flames, leave," said Dave

breathe."
Barry Parker | Captain
flames as high as 35 feet. In one
neighborhood, the fire came
within 100 yards of homes.
"I'm kinda nervous," said
Arturo Huerta, 88, who got on
lop of the family's home with
hose in hand and watched for
burning embers.
The blaze began at 2:30 a.m.
and burned through heavy
brush, eucalyptus groves and
orchards in the northwest
section of Moorpark, about
29 miles northwest of Los
Angeles. Several hundred firefighters were hampered by 70
mph winds that were expected
lo last through the end of yeslerday. Water-dropping helicopters also were used.

Hare, who was al a home on

the site ol a recycling business
he owns.
Some residents, however.
Stayed put and said they saw

woiideringahoiitthewav forward.

I he work ahead will nut be easy
yel In helping Prime Minister
\iiini al-Malikistrengthen Iraq's
democratic institutions and pro
mote national reconciliation, our
military leaders and diplomats
can help put Iraq on a solid path
to liberty and demon,ii y"

Hush added:' The decisions we

make in Iraq will be fekacross the
broader Middle East"

OMSGMENKM
TACTICAL CHANGES: Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld gestures during a media
bnelmg at the Pentagon m this Oct. 26.2006 file photo. President Bush said S,*'
wants to hear all advice before making decisions about changes in Iraq strategy
was disclosed that Donald H. Rumsfeld called lor major changes m tactics two days before
he resigned as defense secretary

RUMS
From Page 5
notes in the memo that "many
of these options could and. in a
number of cases, should be done
in combination with others."
Lawrence I)i Rita, who was
Rumsfeld's chief spokesman
before he left the Pentagon last
spring, said in a telephone interview Saturday evening thai the

broad range of options presented
by Rumsfeld belies the notion.
often cited In his critics, thai he
is inflexible and reluctant to consider allemat ive approaches.
I see this thing as classic
liutnslekl," III Rita said. "Ihis is
the way he operates."
Ihe president acknowledged
the difficulties in Iraq in bis
Saturday tadk) address and slid:
i recognize thai the recent violence in Iraq has been unsettling.

I hepiesiileiitisundei pressuie
to decide a new blueprint foi us.
involvement In Iraq. A bipartisan
commission beaded by lames A.
ltaker III, a former Republican
set retarj ol state and Hush tamih friend from [exas,and former
I )etnocratic Rep.Lee I lamiltoii of
Indiana is to present its recotn
mendations to Bush in the coin

ingweek.
Iheie is no hint in the
memo Rumsfeld sent to the
\\ hite Mouse a day before
the Nov. 7 elections that he
intended to resign.

However, a person familial wiih the sequence ol those
events told the AP that Rumsfeld
did know when he wrote it that
he would be leaving. I he person
discussed ihe matter on condition ol anonymity.

PFIZER
From Paqe 5
patients lo stop taking the

drug immediately.
According to Pfizer spokesman PanII it/henry, 112patients
taking the combination of
loreetrapil) died, compared lo
"il deaths in ihe arm of the
Study where patients were taking l.ipilor alone. Each arm of

ihe stud) had 7,500 patients.
Pfizer said thai the study
didn't raise any questions
aboul I ipitorssafety,
lusi two days ago. Pfizer had
said it hoped to file an application with the Pood and Drug
Administration lor approval of
lorcetrapib by the second half
ol next year.
But despite tin1 loss of the
drug, Pfizer reiterated il
would return to sales growth
by 2009 and that il would
achieve high single-digil
earning growth in 2008.
However, l'li/ei said the loss
of the product would mean
an acceleration of cost cut-

Patent expirations will cost
ihe company SI4 billion in
annual sales between 2005
and 2007, the company said,
l.ipitor, which had $12.2 billion in sales last year, may lose
patent protection by 2010.
Pfizer's decision lo end the
drug's development highlights
I be peri Is of drug development
and safety, which have been
under a harsh spotlight since
Merck & Co, withdrew pain
killer Vioxx from the markel
two years ago.
Dr. Philip Barter, chairman
of the steering committee
overseeing the study, said in
I'fizer's release that the find
ings of the data safety monitoring board Torcetrapib were
a surprise "in light of prior
study results."
"We believed that the study
was coming along as expected, and this new information
was totally unexpected and
disappointing, given the potential benefits of ibis drug," said
Barter, Director of Ihe Heart
Research Institute In Australia.

ting measures il promised in
October, which were already
supposed lo extend beyond
the promise it made last year
to slash S4 billion in expenses
by 2008.
Earlier this week, Pfi/er said
it would cut 20 percent, or
2,200 positions, from its U.S.
sales force, in a move analysts
said could save the company
between $400 million and
S500 million annually. Pfizer
said at the time more details
on how il would transform the
compa ny wou Id be a iinou need
in |a nuary.
New York-based Pfizer
had expected to sell lorcetrapib in combination with
I ipitor, which lowers bad
cholesterol and is the company's — and ihe world's
— best-selling drug.
At an analysis meeting fin
Thursday, Pfizer emphasized
thai it lias 242 research programs and other promising
drugs in the pipeline, but
analysts remained focused
on Torcetrapib and said Pfizer
would struggle without it.

Gran*
GRILL - SUSHI

AMERICAN & CHINEESE FOOD

STUDENTS
GET 10% OFF
WITH STUDENT ID
(NOT VALID WITH COUPONS)

LUNCH BUFFET $5.75
Children 3-10:43.00

DINNER BUFFET S7.95
Drink SI.05 Children 3-10: si nil

TEL: (419) 353-1688
FAX: (419) 354-1689

Friday & Saturday
Crab Legs Night $8.95

1216 N. Main St. «101
BOWLING GREEN

SUNDAY All. DAY BUFFET S7.95
nr _ _

. _ _

HOURS:
T Mon.-Thura.: 11:00am to 10:00pm

| $1.00 OFF || $1.00 OFF |
ANY LUNCH

_

E

ANY DINNER

I Old Town II Old Town I
Buffet II
II Buffet .

Frl. & Sal .: 11:00am lo 10.10pm
Sunday: 11:00am lo 9:00pm

.*.

-i

v i

P*f Cu*loe*'
Pf Cuiroft*
_
Expire* Jan 20 2006 11 Expires jan 20 2006 |
Open
Open
I Thanksgiving 11 Thanksgiving |
,,
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Fine Arts Center BGSU
School of Arl
Department of Theatre & Film
College of Musical Arts
Dance Program (HMSLS)
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Exhibitions
Demonstration:
Performances
Activities
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SIDELINES
| TROJANS 69

4*0 5J!L
OSU will play UF
in BCS title game
THE OTHER FOUR
BCS GAMES ARE...

By Ralph D. Ruiso
The Associated Press

FOOTBALL
Central Michigan's
Kelly named head
coach at Cincinnati

Florida beat Michigan on
Sunday in the only game
that mattered.
The Gators, who lobbied hard
for this victory, were picked to
play No. 1 Ohio State for college
football's national championship, endingany chance for the
Wolverines to get the rematch
they so desired and thought
they deserved.
The close selection was sure
to set off renewed calls to scrap
the Bowl Championship Scries
and go to a playoff.
Southern California was a
step away from the title game
if only it had beaten UCIJ\ on
Saturday. Instead, the secondranked Trojans were upset 139, dropping in the standings
andclearingthewayfor Florida
(12-1) or Michigan (111).
The Gators leapfrogged
idle Michigan by winning
the Southeastern Conference
championship game, 38-28,
over Arkansas.
"It's well deserved, and
I'm proud of it," said Florida
coach Urban Meyer on the
Gators' selection.

Yesterday. Brian Kelly
(above) accepted the head
coaching job at Cincinnati
three days after he led
CMU to the Mid-American
Conference championship.
Kelly will replace Mark
Dantonio, who left to coach
at Michigan State after three
seasons in Cincinnati.

TODAY
Men's Basketball:
vs. Arkansas State: 7 p.m.

OUR CALL
On the way up
Skepticism: Let the debate

ROSE BOWL: USC (10-2)
vs. Michigan (11-1).
FIESTA BOWL: Oklahoma
(11-2) vs Boise State (12-0).
ORANGE BOWL:
Louisville (U-l) vs. Wake
Forest (11-2)
SUGAR BOWL: LSU (10-2)
vs. Notre Dame (10-2).

The championship game is
lan.8inGlendale.Ariz.
Michigan's consolation prize
is a Rose Bowl bid to play CISC
(10-2), a classic Big Ten vs. Pac10 matchup of teams left to
wonder what could have been.
In other bowls:

•Big 12 champion Oklahoma
will meet unbeaten Boise State
in the Fiesta on Ian. I.
•Big
East
champion
Louisville will play ACC champion Wa ke Forest i n t he Orange
on Ian. 2.
•LSU will take Florida's
spot in the Sugar and play
SeeBCS|Page8

begin the Bowl
Championship

Anderson leads Browns
to improbable victory

Series has
yet again produced a
controversial result, naming
Florida the team deserving
of playing Ohio State for -a
national championship.

By Tom Withers

BRANDON HCISS

THE BG NEWS

The BCS: Take out the "C

LATE CHARGE: BG's Martin Samarco goes lor a tough lay-in against a Troy Mender on Saturday Samarco and the Falcons held off the

and that's what

Trojans rally to come up with a 71-69 win

you've got. Many
fans and coaches
have had enough but it looks
like the BCS is here to stay.

The List
These five players have

Clock watchers
Falcons win second straight game with shot to beat the clock

helped their owners get an
edge on the opposition as

By Bill Bord«wid<
Reporter

the final push for the playoffs
is on in fantasy football:

1. Reggie Bush
(below): Four TDs (three
rush, one catch) made the
defending Heisman Trophy
this week's top performer.

2. Trent Green: Green
has returned strong for
fantasy owners, throwing
four TDs yesterday in a
losing effort.

3. LaDainian
Tomlinson: Same
amazing stats, different day.

Gump," wide receiver loe
lurevicius said.
The Browns then ran the
CLEVELAND — By his 10th ball twice to move it between
birthday, DerekAnderson wore the hash marks for Dawson,
size 17 shoes. Yesterday, those who booted Cleveland to its
gigantic feet ran the Cleveland first OT win since 2002 — one
Browns to an improbable win. that should silence speculaAnderson threw two touch- tion about coach Romeo
down passes to Steve lleiden Crennel's job.
Anderson was growing so
in the Final 8:55 of regulation
and then scrambled 33 yards fast as a kid in Oregon that his
parents
had to order his sneakin overtime to set up Phil
Dawson's 33-yard field goal, ers from the NBAs Portland
giving the Browns a 31-28 vic- Trail Blazers, who sent the
tory over the stunned Kansas family ones belonging to center Arvydas Sabonis.
City Chiefs.
Not only did he fill those,
Before coming in for the
injured Charlie Frye, Anderson but he stepped smoothly into
had never thrown an NFL Frye's, too.
"I knew he could play like
pass and had taken only one
snap. However, the 23-year- that," Browns running back
old calmly rallied the Browns lason Wright said. "I believe in
(4-8), who capped another him. 1 wasn't surprised, but I'm
dysfunctional week with only sure a lot of people are."
Especially the Chiefs.
their second December win at
Trent Green threw four TD
home since 1999.
"This was a big, big win for passes, two to Tony Gonzalez,
our team," Anderson said, for Kansas City, which had its
"last week was such a mess AFC playoff hopes severely
damaged. The Chiefs (7-5)
for us."
Dawson kicked his game- led 28-14 with 8:55 to play
winner with 7:25 remaining in in regulation after Green
OT after the gangly, 6-foot-6 hooked up with Gonzalez on
Anderson sprinted right, broke a 23-yard strike.
But Anderson, Cleveland's
a tackle near the sideline and
lumbered his way down to the third-string QB a year ago,
brought the Browns back to
Chiefs 12.
"He looked like Forrest cap a bizarre week.
The Associated Press

On the way down

"I am just so happy
for [Martin Samarco]

For the second time in a week.
tin' BGSl) men's basketball team
needed a last second shot to secure
a victor)'.
In their last game it was Ryne
I lamhlet, who hit the game-winner to beat South Alabama. 'This
time it was Martin Samarco, who
received a pass from I lamblet and
converted a tail-away jumper from
just inside the 3-point line to beat
Troy University 71-69 on Saturday
at Anderson Arena.
"It feels really good because I
missed some free throws late,"
Samarco said. "I know I shot it
off my right foot and I knew it
didn't matter what foot I would
land on, it all depended on my

because he tried so

hard."
Dan Dakich | BG Coach
follow through."

The Falcons had numerous
miscues dealing with a full court
press that Troy put on with about
five minutes to go in the game.
This caused the Falcons to turn
the ball over and gave Troy an
opportunity to come back from
an 11 -point deficit.
"I mean, Martin made a heck
of a shot and truthfully, Martin
deserved a shot to go in because
he has .struggled and missed some

free throws at the end of the game,"
said BG coach Dan Dakich. "I am
just so happy for him because he
tried so hard."
The Falcons took a six-point
lead into halftime as Ryne
i 1.nnhlci and Martin Samarco
hit back-to-back 3-pointers to
give the Falcons a 36-30 lead. BG
fought back from being down
five with about three minutes left
to play in the first half.
Brian Guerin was inserted in the
starting lineup at the beginning of
the second half and ended up playing the whole second half. Guerin
finished with career liighs in minutes (28), points (five), and tied his
career high in assists (three).
Guerin's ability to get into the
SeeB-BALL|Paqe9

4. Corey Dillon:
Three TDs helped him and
the Pats to avoid an upset to

BG's struggles persist in weekend losses

the helpless Lions.

5. Tony Gonzalez:

By Ch.yi. Held
Reporter

Always one of the most
productive tight ends in the
league, Gonzalez scored
twice yesterday and had
100* yards receiving.

A shorthanded BGSU hockey
team was not able to end its
struggles over the weekend at
home against Nebraska-Omaha,
losing two CCHA contests.
The Mavericks' (6-7-4, 5-61) offensive skill and goaltending proved to be too much
for the Falcons. (3-12-1, 1-9-0)
as UNO won 4-1 Friday and
7-1 Saturday.
The losses bring BG's current
losing streak to eight games. The
Falcons will have two games next
weekend at Alaska to attempt to
break the streak before a 20day layoff.
"You try to look
at positives over a
course of a season
we're here in an eightgame losing streak right now,"
said forward Derek Whitmore.
"As a team, we've got to have
some accountability for
each and every guy in the
locker room."

In Friday's action, UNO's
Bryan Marshall recorded a
natural hat trick, scoring three
goals in the first period to lead
the Mavs to the 4-1 victory. BG
let up three UNO power-play
goals, while going 1-7 with the
man-advantage.
Kai Kantola scored the lone
goal for the Falcons with assists
coming from Todd Mcllrath and
Mike Nesdill. BG goalie limmy
Spratt (2-6-0) made 31 saves on
the game.
"We just played way too much
of the game shorthanded against
a team that has too many skilled
hockey players, which was clearly the difference in the game,"
said coach Scott Paluch.
The Falcons came out with
some intensity Saturday, hanging with the Mavs for the first
25 minutes of the game before
the UNO offense exploded for
six goals in the final two periods.
Nebraska-Omaha outshot BG
45-23 in the win.
Defending CCHA player of the
year Scott Parse notched UNO's

second hat-trick of the series,
scoring three times to lead the
Mavs' scoring attack.
"The first period |BG| came
out with a lot of jump like we
knew they would." Parse said.
"In the second period we got
some power-play goals and that
was kind of it."
Whitmore recorded his teamleading 10th goal for BG on a
deflection with seven seconds
left in the first to square the
game at 1-1. Kevin Schmidt and
Brandon Svendsen had assists
on the power-play goal.
Eddie Neville (1-6-1) stopped
38 shots for the Falcons.
"We didn't handle (UNO's!
skill well. They had a feeding
frenzy there as the game went
on, capitalizing on our mistakes," Paluch said. "We needed
to play a perfect game tonight
and we weren't obviously close
to that."
BG flies to Alaska this weekend for a pair of conference
games against the University of
Alaska-Fairbanks.

JORDAN FIOWM I THiBGNtWS
MAKE WAY: The Falcons Jonathan Matsumoto weaves through the Nebraska-Omaha
defense in the team's 4-1 loss on Friday
I
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BCS
From Page 7

IERRY GILLIAM ! APPHOTO

ANXIOUS MOMENTS: OSU players David Patterson, left. Quinn Piicock. quarterback Troy Smith, right center rear, and Doug Datish walch the BCS selection show yesterday.

Ex-BG coach Meyer has
ties to Ohio and OSU
By Ruity Miller
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS, Ohio - More
than two weeks after its biggest game of the season, topranked Ohio State finally
found out last night that il will
face Florida in the national
championship game.
The
final
Bowl
Championship Series rankings
had the Gators 112-1] sidestep
ping idle Michigan to climb
into the No. 2 spot behind the
Buckeyes.
The Buckeyes (12-01 will be
chasing their second national

title in the last five years when
they play Ian. 8 in Glendale,
Ariz. Ohio State and Florida
have never met before on a
football field.
But Gators coach Urban
Meyer has strong ties to Ohio
and the (Ihio State program.
Meyer was a graduate assistant at Ohio State in 1986 [tight
ends] and 1967 [widereceivers]
under Buckeyes head coach
Earie Bruce. He also was the
head coach at Bowling Green
in 2001-02, posting records of
H-:f and 9-3 before taking the
See OSU I Page 9

Tressel doesn't cast vote
in final coach's
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) Ohio State's |im Tressel did not
vote in this week's USA Today
coaches' poll to avoid the perception of a conflict of interest, a move the newspaper said
could jeopardize his future in
the selection process.
"We are disappointed with
coach TresseTs decision, but our
oversight role does not grant us
authority to compel his participation," USA Today's managing
editor for sports Monte I orell said
yesterday in a statement. "The
agreement with the American
Football Coaches Association
obligates the panel of coaches to

Notre Dame on Jan. 3.
For the first time in the BCS's
eight-year history, the championship matchup was a mystery
heading into selection Sunday.
After the numbers were
crunched, the margin between
ITorida and Michigan couldn't
have been much closer. The
Gators had a BCS average of
.944. The Wolverines were at
,934. They were tied in the computer rating, and Florida had a
38-point lead in the Harris poll
and a 26-point advantage in the
coaches' poll.
When the Wolverines ended
their regular season with a
42-39 loss to the Buckeyes two
weeks ago, they talked about
getting another swing at their
Big Ten rivals. .
While Michigan was left to
wait and hope, the other contenders still had games to play.
Florida made its final case by
beating Arkansas, but secondyear coach Meyer became very
vocal about getting a chance
to play Ohio State, especially
when it appeared the Gators

disclose final regular season ballots, without exception.
"CoachTressel's future involvement in the |x>ll will l«> part of
our annual review with AFCA
exec■utive director Grant Teaff."
le.ill did not immediately return a telephone message left yesterday by The
Associated Press.
The top-ranked Buckeyes
(12-0) were awaiting Sundays
final Bowl Championship Series
rankings, based in part on the
coaches' poll, to determine who
they play in the national charnSee TRESSEL | Page 9

DO YOU NEED EXTRA HOURS TO STUDYP
The Jerome Library is offering extended hours
December 3 - December 14!
MONDAY-THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
W SUNDAY

would be left out.
Losing only once in what's
regarded as the nation's toughest conference and not playing
for a national championship,
especially if Michigan got a mulligan, was more than Meyer
could take.
He called for a playoff and
suggested the BCS should be
imploded if the SEC champ
again was left out of the championship game _ the way undefeated Auburn was in 2004,
"It'san imperfect system," said
Meyer of the BCS. "If you want a
true national championship, the
only way to do it is on the End."
Oh io State coach Ji m Tressel,
however, is not in favor of a
playoff.
"With a 12 game season, il
would be next to impossible
to have a 16-team playoff,"
he said Sunday. "We'll continually improve the system.
As you look at it over the past
few years, it has gotten better
and better."
It's always something with the
BCS. The system was created to
make sure No. I and No. 2 played
in the final game of the season,
but rarely has there been a title
game everybody agreed upon.

8:00 AM-2:00 AM
8:00 AM-11:00 PM
10:00 AM-11:00 PM
12:00 PM-2:00 AM

STEPHEN MOBTON

» PHOTO

REASON TO CHEER: Former BG coach Urban Meyer reacts during the Southeastern
Conference Championship game against Arkansas at the Georgia Dome in Atlanta.
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BGSU Credit?
Enroll in the National Student Exchange!

Attend one out of 177 colleges in the U.S. for up to one academic year while paying BGSU tuition!
No out-of-state-fees. Credits Transfer. Explore West Coast, Midwest, East Coast, South.

The National Student Exchange
Information Session
Bowen-Thompson Student Union, Room 314
Monday, December 4th
11:00am
For more deiails, Contact the NSE Program at 2-7944 or e-mail vfaley@bgnet.bgsu.edu

I
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FREE =?
SPACIOUS
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OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-12 4 1-4 30
530 S. Maple St. 419-352-9378

GREENBRIAR, INC.
419-352-0717

Now Renting
For 2007
Bentwood Estates
Columbia Court Apartments
Heinz Apartments Ltd.
East Merry Ave. Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Mercer Manor Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments
...and many more apartments and houses

SIGN UP TODAY!
445 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43402

www.greenbriarrentals.com
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head coaching job at Utah.
Meyer is in his second year
at Florida.
A native of Ashlabula. the
42-year-old Meyer picked up a
bachelor's degree in psychology
from the University of Cincinnati
in 1986 and got his master's
degree in sports administration
from Ohio State in 1988.
Ohio State has been No.
1 throughout the season in
the BCS rankings. Southern
California went into the final
weekend at No. 2, followed
by Michigan and Florida. The
Trojans suffered a stunning
13-9 upset at the hands of rival
UCLA while Florida was taking
advantage of Arkansas' mistakes
to pull out a wild 38-28 victory
in the Southeastern Conference
championship game in Atlanta.
The Buckeyes have a 50-day
wait from their last regular-season game, a memorable 42-39
victory at home against No.
2-ranked Michigan, until they
finally face off with the Gators in
the desert for the national title.
Ohio State had not won a

BRANDON HEISS

Monday. December 4.20O6 9

national championship since
1968 when it went 14-0 during
the 2002 season and upended
top-ranked Miami 31-24 In
two overtimes in the Fiesta
Bowl. This year's team has 17
fifth-year seniors or graduate
students who were around for
that title run.
The Buckeyes have been
ranked No. I from preseason
through die regular season in
The Associated Press poll. They
will try to become only the
third team ever ranked No. 1
before the season starts to finish at No. 1, following Florida
State in 1999 and Southern
California in 2004.
Other than the close call
against Michigan and a 17-10
win at Illinois late in the season,
no other team came within 17
points of the Buckeyes during
the 2006 campaign.
Ohio State has won its last 19
games, matching the secondlongest winning streak in school
history. Only a 22-gamc streak
from 1967-69 is longer.
Quarterback Troy Smith is
considered a front-runner for
the lleisman Trophy. He was
voted the team's MVP yesterday
at the annual team banquet.

TRESSEL
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pionship game on Ian. 8 in
Glcndale, Ariz.
Florida finished No. 2 in the
coaches' poll ahead of No. 3
Michigan.
"We are excited to play in
the BCS title game against
a tremendous opponent,"
Tressel said in a statement.
"After consultation with my
director of athletics, Gene
Smith, and based upon out
unique position in the BCS
standings, I believe ii is only
fair that we not participate
(in) the final poll."
The decision by Tressel not
to vote could be unprecedented. Mel Pulliam, AFCA executive director of marketing and
development, said he couldn't
recall a coach declining to vote
in Ihe roaches'poll.
The Gators were ranked
fourth in last week's coaches' poll, and moved |>ast the
Wolverines alter defeating
Arkansas[18-28 Saturday night.
USC, ranked second in lasl
week's coaches poll, fell to No.
7 after its 13-9 loss to UCLA.
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SHOOT THE "J": BG's Erifc Marschall. second on ihe team in scoring, puts up a shot in Saturday's win over Troy

BBALL
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teeth of the Troy zone was key to
IK! garnering its biggest lead of the
game at 11 with 16 minutes to go
in the game.
"I tried to get my shot up in
the air or try to get the ball into

the middle, Guetta said. "With
Martin on the 3-point line, they
have to stretch out to guard him
so you have to get the ball to the
middle which I tried to do."
The game remained relatively
even until the Trojans' full-court
pressing began to whittle down
the II -point BG lead.
"We never ever quit believing

No money down
a $225 savings

that we would make a run even at
the end. It was a great game." said
Troy coach Don Measlri. "We tied
it up, but it could have been an
overtime game if we would have
played a little bit smarter and got
back rather than keep pressing
but at that time everything was so
emotional so everyone kept playing like we needed to catch up."
The Trojan run was keyed by
four BG turnovers in the final two
minutes. The Falcons missed two
free throws as well as one that
would have given the Falcons a
four-point lead with 15 seconds.
The Samarco free throw was
missed and Troy's Cedric lackson
came down and converted a 3pointer to tie the game at 69 with

just four seconds to go.
I Iambic) came right back
for the Falcons and got the ball
to Samarco in the corner and
he redeemed himself for the
missed free throws by nailing a
fall-away jumper with no time
left on the clock.
"Then when our shoi wen) in
we were obviously ecstatic but at
the same time, a little bit upset
with how you played in the last
three minutes," Dakich said. "I
don't know what I would have
clone had we lost this one."
The Falcons will look to avenge
an earlier loss in the season to
Arkansas State as they host the
Indians tonight at 7 p.m. at
Anderson Arena.

BGSU MEN'S BASKETBALL

[Arkansas State
/'//

TONIGHT
7PM

ANDERSON ARENA

877 BGSU TICKET

BGSUFALC0NS.COM
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Ex-dictator of Chile suffers
heart attack at age 91

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Saddam appeals
death sentence
By Qasiim Abdul-Zahra

By Eduardo Gallardo
The Associated Press

SANTIAGO, Chile — Gen.
Auguslo Pinochet, whose 17year dictatorship carried out
thousands of political killings,
widespread torture and illegal
jailings, clung to life in a Chilean
hospital yesterday after suffering
a heart attack and being administered last rites.
lust eight days earlier, the 91year-old former strongman took
full responsibility for the actions
of his 1973-90 regime after long
insisting any abuses were the
fault of subordinates.
Pinochet underwent an emergency angioplasty to restore the
flow of blood to his heart, and
doctors described his condition

El

Gen. Augusto
Pinochet
Former Chilean
dictator listed in
critical condition

as "serious but stable." They
planned to perform bypass surgery later in the day. state television reported.
"We are now in the hands
of God and of the doctors. My
father is in very bad condition." Pinochet's younger son.
Marco Antonio Pinochet, said
at Gen. Luis Felipe Brieba
Military Hospital.
Dr. Juan Ignacio Vergara, a
member of the team attending
the former leader, said the heart

attack was "indeed life threatening," especially because of
Pinochet's age.
Pinochet's health had been
deteriorating for years. Doctors
implanted a heart pacemaker in
1993 and he suffered from diabetes and arthritis. He also was
diagnosed with mild dementia
caused by several strokes.
The health problems helped
Pinochet escape trial for the
human rights abuses committed during his regime, with
courts ruling out proceedings at
least twice in recent years as victims of his rule pressed efforts to
bring him to justice.
Last week. Pinochet was put
under house arrest after being
See CHILE! Page 11

Boliva government takes control of energy

JUAN KARITA i AP PHOTO
SHOCKED: Bolivian nee president Alvaro Garcal Linera. left, reacts as Bolivian
President Evo Morales signs contracts with oil firms at the presidential palace in La
Paz. Bolivia. Dec. 3,2006 The deals, signed by the companies last month, grant
Morales' government a share of foreign companies' revenues generated in Bolivia as
well as control over their operations in the country
By Dan Keane
The Associated Press

LA PAZ, Bolivia —- President Lvo
Morales signed into law yesterday contracts giving the government control over foreign

energy companies' operations,
completing a process begun
May 1 with the nationalization
of Bolivia's petroleum industry.
The deals, signed by the companies last month, also grant
Morales' government a majority

share of the foreign companies'
revenues generated in Bolivia.
Companies that signed contracts include Brazilian state
energy giant Petroleo Brasileiro
SA (Petrobras), SpanishArgentine Repsol YPF, France's
Total SA, and British Gas, a unit
of BG Group PLC.
Morales also announced yesterday that Royal Dutch Shell
PLC had agreed to transfer to
his government majority control of its Bolivian subsidiary
Transredes, which operates the
country's largest network of gas
pipelines.
Bolivia's natural gas reserves
are South America's largest after
Venezuela's.
"We thank the Bolivian
people who have struggled to
recover their natural resources,"
Morales said in a signing ceremony at the presidential palace in the capital of La Paz. "We
have now completed the first
step. This process will continue
next year with the recovery of
See BOLIVIA | Page 11

The Associated Press

BAGHDAD, Iraq — Saddam
Hussein's lawyers yesterday
formally appealed the death
sentence against their client
for the killing of 148 Shiites, a
court spokesman said.
Five Iraqi judges sentenced
Saddam and two other senior
members of his regime to
death by hanging on Nov. 5
for the killings in the town of
Dujail, north of Baghdad, followinga 1982 attempt there on
the life of the ousted leader.
Under Iraqi law, death
sentences are automatically
appealedbeforeahigher cou rt
within 10 days of their passage.
But defense lawyers must file a
formal appeal within 30 days,
detailing the legal grounds
for their action and presenting new evidence that could
support their clients' claims of
innocence. The lawyers could
also make a plea for leniency.
"Today, defense lawyers
came to the court and filed an
appeal against the death sentence passed against Saddam
Hussein and other sentences
in the Dujail case," Iraqi High
Tribunal spokesman Raid luhi
told The Associated Press.

a

Commander
threatens Fiji
By Ray Lillay

Saddam
Hussein
Former Iraqi
dictator facing
death sentence

The Associated Press

Saddam's chief lawyer,
Khalil al-Dulaimi, said two
lawyers on the defense team
had submitted the papers. He
complained that defense lawyers had not received copies
of the verdict until Nov. 23,
delaying the appeal process.
"Finally we were able to do
it," al-Dulaimi said. "We had
to hastily prepare the appeal
because the court procrastinated in giving us the documents necessary for the submission in a bid to obstruct
the appeal process."
Also sentenced to death by
hanging was Barzan Ibrahim,
Saddam's half brother and
Iraq's former intelligence
chief, and Awad Hamed alBandar, who was head of
Iraq's Revolutionary Court
when it condemned the Dujail
residents to death following
the assassination attempt.
Iraq's former Vice President
See SADDAM

SUVA, Fiji — A military
commander threatening
to topple Fiji's government
said yesterday he was planning to appoint an interim
civilian administration
and that elections would
be held sometime later to
restore democracy.
Commodore
Frank
Bainimarama told Fiji One
television that he wants
Prime Minister Laisenia
Qarase to resign so the military can name a new government for the South Pacific
island nation.
A newspaper reported a
change in government could
come by today.
"Our plan is for him
to accept the military
demand for him to resign,"
Bainimarama said.
If Qarase resists, "we will
find ways for him to resign,"
he said.
Bainimarama and Qarase
have been sparring for
months. At thecenter of their
dispute is the commander's
demand that the govern-

ill

See FIJI | Page II

Triple car bombing hits Baghdad market
By Kim Gamal
The Associated Press

BAGHDAD, Iraq — A triple car
bombing struck a food market in a predominantly Shiite
area in central Baghdad on
Saturday, killing at least 51
people a day after a U.S.-lraqi
raid against Sunni insurgents
in a nearby neighborhood.
Three parked cars blew up
nearly simultaneously as shoppers were buying fruit, vegetables, meat and other items in
the busy al-Sadriyah district.
The blastssentcloudsof black
smoke over concrete high-rises
in the area, which has narrow
alleys that made it difficult for
ambulances and fire trucks

to navigate. At least 51 people
were killed and 90 wounded,
said police It. Mohammed
Khayoun and hospital officials.
A cheese vendor who was
wounded said the market was
full of people shopping on their
way home from work.
"We heard a big explosion
from the western side of the
area and the second from the
eastern side. After one minute
the third explosion took place
near us," Ahmed Salman said
from a hospital bed.
It was one of the worst incidents since a bombing and
mortar attack killed 215 people
and wounded more than 200 in
the Shiite district of Sadr City in
Baghdad on Nov. 23 amid esca-

lating sectarian conflict.
Nobody claimed responsibility for the attack, but it followed a Friday raid by Iraqi
forces backed by U.S. helicopters targeting Sunni insurgents in al-Fadhil, less than a
half mile away.
The Sunni Association of
Muslim Scholars in Iraq condemned the al-Fadhil raid in
a statement Saturday, alleging six people were killed and
13 detained.
Iraqi police said Friday that
one Iraqi soldier and two civilians were killed in the fighting,
and the U.S. military said 28
people were detained.
See BOMB | Page II
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One race. One people. One peace

Wednesday, December 6th
BTSU Ballroom
6:00-9:30 PM

Featuring "Chapmyn Spoken Word"

BGSU Students &. children under lOyrs $5
General admission $10
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indicted In the executions of
two bodyguards of Salvador
Allende, the freely elected
Marxist president who was
toppled iti a bloody 1973 coup
led by Pinochet as commander
of the Chilean military.
The heart attack came barely a week after Pinochet's 91st
birthday on Nov. 25, an occasion
he marked by issuing a statement for the first time taking full
political — though not explicitly
legal — responsibility for abuses
committed by his regime.
"Today, near the end of my
days, I want to say that I harbor
no rancor against anybody, that
1 love my fatherland above all
and that I take political responsibility for everything that was
done which had no other goal
than making Chile greater and

avoiding its disintegration," the
statement said.
Pinochet fell ill around 2 a.m.
and was rushed to the military
hospital accompanied by his
wife, Lucia Hiriart.
He underwent an angioplasty,
in which doctors introduce a
catheter to a patient's blocked
artery and inflate a small balloon to enlarge it, restoring
blood flow to the heart. Doctors
said the procedure was successful and Pinochet remained conscious in the intensive care unit.
Pinochet's younger son said
his father had been "virtually
rescued from death" with the
angioplasty. But the former
leader's spokesman, retired Gen.
Guillermo Garin, also said last
rites had been administered.
Pinochet'sgrownchildrenand
other relatives, former aides and
retired military officers went to
the hospital, as did Chile's army
chief, Gen. Oscar Izurieta.

SADDAM
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Tana Yassin Ramadan was
convicted of premeditated
murder and sentenced to life
in prison.

Threedefendants were given
up to IS years in prison for torture and premeditatedmurder,
The three — Abdullah Kazim
Kuwayyid, Mizhar Abdullah
Ituwayyidand Ali DayihAli —
were party officials in Dtijail
who were believed responsible
for the mass arrests.
A local Baath Party official.
Mohammed Azawi Ali. was
acquitted for lack of evidence

rhe nine-judge, higher court
does not have a time limit
for ruling on the appeal. Hut
the death sentences passed
against Saddam, Ibrahim and
al Bandar must be carried out
within a maximum of 30 days

Monday. December 4.200611

from the day they are upheld
by the higher court.
Ifthfappcalsrourtiiplinlds
Ihe sentences, all three members of Iraq's Presidential
Council
Presidenl lalal
lalabanl and Vice Presidents
Tariq al-llashimi and Adil
Abdul-Mahdi — must sign
death warrants before executions can be carried out
laafar Mbussawi, the chid
prosecutor in the Dujail case,
said in November thai the
trio could be hanged by the
middle of January.
Saddam is being tried
separately on charged of
genocide linked to a milltar) campaign In the 1980s
against Iraq's minority Kurds
in which tens of thousands
of people are thought to have
been killed. II convicted in
that trial, the former leader
could receive a second death
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From Paqe 10
ment kill legislation that
would grant pardons to conspirators in a 2000 coup, and
quash two land rights bills
he says unfairly favor majority indigenous Fijians over the
ethnic Indian minority.
He also is demanding that
moves to charge senior military
officers with sedition for their
threats to topple the government by dropped.
Despite yesterday's comments, troops have remained
in
their
barracks
since
Bainimarama's Friday deadline
for the government to meet his
demands passed.
Qarase has said that he
was open to more talks with
Bainimarama, and that he
would go as far as he can within
the law to meet the commander's demands, but that resigning under military threat would
he unconstitutional, and he
would not do it.
Bainimarama has rejected
more talks with the prime
minister.
Appearing relaxed and calm
in green military fatigues and a
black beret, Bainimarama said

BOLIVIA
From Paqe 10
other natural resources benefiting the Bolivian people."
Morales has said he also
plans to nationalize Bolivia's
mining sector.
Bolivia's first Indian president. Morales has vowed to
reverse centuries of dominance
by
the
country's
European-descended minority, granting greater political
and economic power to the
poor indigenous majority.
Morales recently returned
from a trip to Nigeria, which
like Bolivia remains bitterly
poor despite its vast pet roleu m
reserves. Yesterday he said
he hoped that nationalization initiatives similar to his
own might lift oil-rich African
nations from poverty.
"If we want to free ourselves as a people, if we want

in yesterday's interview that he
didn't want the present crisis to
drag on, as that would "cause
fear and anxiety."
Troops would protect everyone during the "peaceful
transition" from the Qarase
government. He said he didn't
yet know who would be in any
new government.
"Nobody is yet in mind to
become prime minister in the
new government," but civilian
candidates would be invited to
apply, Bainimarama said.
The Sunday Post newspaper
cited unnamed sources as saying Suva would be blockaded by
troops early yesterday morning
as the military moves to shut
down government operations.
Bainimarama dismissed the
report as "rumors."
The capital, Suva, remained
calm yesterday, with no
obvious
troop
presence
on the streets. Qarase and
Bainimarama attended separate church services in the
deeply Christian country.
Fiji, a nation of about 900,000
people, is about I.HOO miles
northeast of Sydney, Australia.
Fiji was hit by two military
coups in 1987 and the civilianled coup in 2000.

to resolve our social and economic problems, we must both
liberate human beings and libcrate their economies — their
natural resources, especially,"
Morales said. "Only then will
there be justice and equality."
The contracts signed by the
president yesterday were ratified by Bolivia's Senate in a
hastily called session Tuesday
night, during which lawmakers from Morales' Movement
Toward Socialism party also
pushed through a sweeping land-reform bill and an
open-ended military cooperation pact with Venezuelan
President Hugo Chavez.
The session ended a boycott by conservative lawmakers who intended to block
Morales' reforms. But opposition leaders have questioned
the legality of the session, in
which assistants of two absent
senators were called in to
vote.
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and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.

Separately. U.S. and Iraqi
forces began an offensive Saturate) in Baqouba,
capital of Diyala province
about 35 miles northeast
of Baghdad, where fighting lias raged for a week
between Sunni insurgents
and police, the u.s. command said.
At least :tl> suspected militants were detained during one predawn raid in
Baqouba, police said. Later
in the day, stale run li.iqn.i
television said one al-Qaida
in Iraq Insurgent was killed
and 4.'i detained, including
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two foreigners,

RICKRYCROFT

ON GUARD: A cetemomal guard is
backed by an armed Fijian soldier at Ihe
entrance to Government House 11
tary commander Frank Bainimarama and
Pnme Minister Laisenia Qarase have been
locked in a power struggle that appears to
be heading towards a military coup.

Ahmed Fuad, a senior
morgue official in Baqouba.
said the morgue had received
102 bodies since Nov. 22. only
20 of which had been retrieved
bj their families,
"We do believe thai there are
many bodies in some areas of
Diyala province, hut neither
pulicc nor ambulance could
letch them," he said.

I Hashes broke oul Saturday
between insurgents and u.s.
troops in the predominantly

Sunni city of Duluiyah 45 miles
nni ih of Baghdad, police Capt.
Qassim Mohammed said.
I Isewhere, a truck driving
al high speed slammed into
,i bus stop in al-Wahada, 22
miles south of Baghdad, killing about 20 people, wounding
15 and crushing several cars,
police said.
Police l.t. Muhammed AlShemari said the crash did
not appear to be accidental
because the (ruck, an empty

fuel tanker, had no obvious
mechanical problems.
I he driver fled the overturned truck but was caught by
witnesses and turned over to
police. al-Shemari said, adding
thai other witnesses found a
body in the vehicle's cabin.
Another police officer, who
spoke on condition of anonym
itv because he was not authorized 10diSCUSSthe probe, said

the driver blamed brake fail
lire.

You Want it? We Got it!
Houses Available for Rent for 2007-2008
422 CLOUGH 2BR. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
S470.00 per month plus utilities, deposit S470.00
Lease May 12.2007 to May 3.2008

146 1/2 MANVILLE 1 BR Limn 2 people Limn 2 cars.
$440.00 per month plus utilities, deposit S440.00 Lease May 12,
2007 to May 3, 2008

424 CLOUGH 3BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars
S705.00 per month plus utilities, deposit S705.00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008.

150 1 /2 MANVILLE 2BR Limit 2 people Limit 2 cars.
S440.00 per month plus utilities, deposit S440 00.
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3. 2008.

221 S. COLLEGE 3BR Limn 3 people Limit 3 cars.
$816.00 per month plus utilities, deposit S816 00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3.2008

806 SCOTT HAMILTON 4 BR Limit 3 people .limit 3 cars.
SI,I0O 00 per month plus utilities, deposit SI,lOOOO.Lease May 12,
2007 to May 3, 2008

722 EIGHTH 3BR. Limit3 people. Limit 3 cars.
S560.00 per month plus utilities, deposit S560.00.
Lease May 12.2007 to May 3.2008

830 SCOTT HAMILTON 3BR, 2 baths Limit 5 people.
Limit 5 cars $925.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $925 00
Lease May 12.2007 to May 3. 2008.

629 ELM 3BR Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars.
S885 00 per month plus utilities, deposit $885.00.
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3, 2008

831 SCOTT HAMILTON Units «A and -B- Duplex 2BR,
1 Bath each unit Limit 4 people per unit. S810 00 per month plus
utilities, deposit $810.00 Lease May 12,2007 to May 3, 2008

710 ELM 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars
$740.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $470.00.
Lease August 16,2007 to August 9,2008

605 SECOND #A 4BR Limn 4 people limit 4 cars
$780 00 per montn plus utilities, deposit S780.00.
Lease August 16.2007 to August 9,2008

614 FOURTH 3BR. limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars
S840.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $840 00.
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3, 2008

715 SECOND 3BR Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars.
S795 00 per month plus utilities, deposit $795 00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

219 W. EVERS 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
S800.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $800 00.
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3.2008

712 SECOND #B 2BR. Duplex. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
S690.00 per month plus utilities, deposit S690.00
Lease August 16,2007 to August 9. 2008.

327 E. EVERS #A and #B Duplex 2BR. each unit.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. S690.00 per month plus Utilities.
Lease August 16,2007 to August 9,2008

723 SIXTH 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
S560.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $560 00
lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

614 FOURTH 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limn 3 cars.
S840.0O per month plus utilities, deposit $840.00.
Lease May 12.2007 to May 3,2008

303 S. SUMMIT 4BR Until 5 people Limn 5 cars.
$1,140.00 per month plus utilities, deposit SI, 140.00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3.2008.

117 GEORGIA 3BR Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars.
$840.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $840 00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

246 TROUP 4BR. Limit3 people. Limit3 cars.
SI,155.00 per month plus utilities, depositSI, 155.00.
Lease August 15,2007 to August 9, 2008

232 LEHMAN 3BR. 1 1/2 bath duplex. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. S620.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $620.00
Lease August 16,2007 to August 9,2008.

329 E. WOOSTER #B 3BR. apt. Limit 3 people. Limit3 cars.
S620.0O per month plus utilities.
Lease May 12.2007 to May 3,2008.

140 1 /2 MANVILLE 2BR. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
Above a garage $560.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $560 00.
Lease August 16, 2007 to August 9,2008
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319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green. OH
(Located Across From Taco Belli
Rentail Office 419-354-2260
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 8:30-5:30 Sat. 8:30-5:00
wwwjohnnewloverealestate.com

"We've got a place for everyone!
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of internal injuries.
Hut Buryj was shot in the

Loose chain ruled
cause in railroad crash
NORTH BALTIMORE, Ohio
(AP) — A loose chain dragging
from an empty railroad car
became entangled with a switch
handle on the tracks, causing
a train derailment that injured
three people, according to a preliminary investigation.
The chain yanked on I he
switch handle, causing rails
under the CSX Corp. train carrying steel and other items to
change positions ["hursday
and wreck, a report from the
Public Utilities Commission
of Ohio said
The
wreckage
tumbled
onto three cars waiting at a
(Kissing, injuring people in
the automobiles.
cs\ confirmed the report's
findings, spokesman Gary
Sease said. The chain was a
tie-down device that should
have been secured on the flatbed car. he said.
The company has ordered
that switch handles on its
tracks be turned away from
the direction of oncoming
trains, Sease said.
Two of the people injured
in the crash received minor
injuries and were treated
and released from hospitals
I hursday. I he third victim, village superintendent of streets
Hob Loe, III. was hospitalized
with a broken collarbone, bio

ken shoulder and a CUl on his
lace, according Io his mother.
i he train was moving about
■17 mph, well below the (io ntph
limit, when IS railcars derailed,
according to the PUCU report.
I be accident also created .1
domino effect, with cars jump
ing the tracks and derailing part
of a second CSX train traveling in
the opposite direction on paral
lei tracks. [Yafflcon the rail lines
hailed until heavj equipment
could be brought in to right the
lipped cars and clear the Hacks.
lioth rail lines reopened early
Friday morning.
The reported noted thai the
train's crew "fell two tugs" jusi
before the accident
Damage to the tracks and
crossing area totaled at least
$500,000, the PUCO report said.
1 he
Federal
Railroad
Administration's Investigation
COUld lake several months, and
Sease said the company will
continue to examine tracks and
the train's data recordei to identify other factors that might have
contributed to the crash.
( S\. based in lacksonvillc,
I 1.1.. handles 280,000 carloadni freight annual!) and operates
more than 2,100 miles of track in
i Kiio. About 75 trains pass daily
ihrough North Baltimore, about
X> miles south ol loledo.

weeks ago and Taft has followed

The longest
jail sentence
passed was
in the United
States - 10,000
years for a
triple murder.

the board's recommendation in
every death penally case that's
i ome before him, including his
lone commutation of a death

From Only $485!

sentence in 2003,
I,in a Republican, says nothing has changed in the was he
approaches what he has called

•
•
■
•
•

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

In the past, governors
mighl commute a death sentence because the\ fell il was
inappropriate based on the
crime, to show mercy to a
rehabilitated inmate or to
correct mistakes, including
questions of Innocence.
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Bloke
Small vipers
L.L. Bean rival
Sole
Persian ruler
Express a view
NASA affirmatives
Scotia
Bald raptor
Catch phrase ol 39A
Corn serving
Exist
"Please Mr. _■ (1961
Marvelettes hit)
Abu . UAE
U.S. 1 and I 95
Punjabi princess
Befuddled
Ancient German
Character in 56A
Young cow
Oft-quoied Yogi

Shrinking Asian sea
Switch addition?
Wound up
Any individual
Back of a beat?
NFLer Manning
Harvey Kuntzman's periodical
Legal defense
Roman orator
Issue forth
EDS founder
Part of USA
Pitch of a phrase
Child-adult bridge
Free admission
Hebrew zither
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TWO FOR ONE PIZZA
DINE IN. PICK UP
352-9638

Wanted
2 br duplex Private Parking &
Patio. Clean. Qutel. Close.
$5407mo«util. 419-352 '•
4BR HOUSES
ON WOOSTER ST
419-352-1104.
A free months rent. Subleaser warned for Spring Semester. 2 bedroom
house. $220<mo ♦util. 419-409 1763
Lg. 2 br. Furn Townhouse,
Spiral Stairs. Vaulted Ceilings.
Garage. DWastr, A/C 419-352-1104
Subleaser wanted for Spr. & or Smr.
semesters 5 bdrm. house, across
from campus $290 mo. Call 419303-8793.
Subleaser wanted for Spring & or
Summer semester. 3 bdrm. house.
$275 mo. & util. Call 330-8061886.

Exams are coming up...
Christmas break is coming up...
Christmas trees to decorate,
presents to wrap,..what?
no presents???
No time to shop?
Not a lot of $$$
We can solve that!!!
Come join the lun at

THE FLOWER BASKET
165 SOUTH MAIN
DOWNTOWN BG
We set aside a special night
just for you!
Tue, Dec. 5th - from 5 to 9
And if you show us your BGSU
Students or Employee ID
you will receive a
25% discount on all your
holiday gift items
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CAMPUS POLLYEYES
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@ www.aacor.net
or call 419.352.3568
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HIGH SPEED DSL
$;>9.95/MON
[nTERriET

Pregnant' Confidential, free S pro
fessional testing. BG Pregnancy
Center 419-354-4673
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BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE Irom $339!
Includes Meals. Taxes. Exclusive
Parties w MTV Celebrities. Cancun.
Acapulco. Nassau. Jamaica From
$599! Panama City S Daylona Irom
$169' Organize a group and travel
FREE! Call SpnngBreakTravel.com
at 1-800-293-1443 or visit
www.springnreaklravel.com
use promo code:na55
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Services Offered

,i governor's most solemn duty.
"When It's a matter of life
and death like that you wanl
lo make absolutely certain that
you delve into every aspect of
the case to determine it then'
has been any error of fan 01
et ror of law or lack of fairness,"
I.ill said.
lalt makes an independent
analysis ol ever) case, spokesman Mark Uickel said.
"lie looks at every piece ol
information provided and lakes
all things into consideration,
anil one ol the llungs he lakes
into consideration of course is
the parole board's recommendation," Uickel said.
The use of clemency bj governors .11 loss the country has
declined over the years as the
politics surrounding such decisions intensified and changes in
sentencing laws allowed judges

On selected floor plans

"I lecl like I gave them my
son and tin \ \r done nothing
bul dishonor him," she said.

Travel with STS to this years lop 10
Spring Break destinations1 Best
deals guaranteed! Highest rep commissions. Visit www ststravel.com or
call 1-800-648-4849 Greal group
discounts

and juries more leeway,

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

full story ol her son's death.

Spring Break 2007 Celebration.
20th Anniversary w Sun Splash
Tours. Free trip on every 12
belore Nov. t Free Meals &
Parties. Hottesl Deals Ever Group
Discounts on 6. Hot-test Spring
Break Destinations. 1 ■
800-426-7710 sunsplashtours.com

By Andr.w W.lsh-Huggins

COLUMBUS, Ohio - Gov, Mob
raft is debating a plea foi mere)
from a condemned inmate that,
il rejected, will result in the25th
prisoner being put Io death during raft's lime in office.
Based on the governor's
approach to the previous 24 executions, there's little doubt he
will let the execution of lerome
i [enderson proceed.
The Ohio Parole Hoard rejected Henderson's request two

back In either the I IS. troops
around him or Polish troops
nearby the I'osl reported
for a story published yestei
day, Military officials knew
his death was a friendly-fire
case months before they
official!) notified bis family
in Canton, Ohio.
\n Army inspector general's
repofl concluded that because
the case was initiall) labeled a
hosiik death, criminal investigators inadvertent!) destroyed
the onh evidence that could
be used to kientifj a weapon
— a 5.56mm bullet fragment
— and agents failed to collect
ballistic evidence from weap
ons,ii the checkpoint
PeggJ Buryj said it bothers
her thai shews ill never know the

«1 Spring Break Website! Low puces guaranteed. Group discounts
lor 6*. Book 20 people, get 3 Iree
trips1 www.SpringBteakPiscptinls.
com or 800-838-8202.

Inmate pleads for Taft to
reconsider death sentence
The Associated Press

1 -Scratched
2 Uproarious commotion
3 Turkish capital
4 Annoying one
5 "Lou Grant" star
6 Bestowed lavishly
7 Peacock constellation
8 Sterling ot the NFL
9 Kangaroo kids
10 Money mgr.
11 Fix illegally
12 Photo blowup
Porter
13 Itty-bitty
21
d' (restaurateur)
Mars satellite
22 Scorecard lineup
Weather phenomenon]
26 Roosevelt's successor 50 Scale watcher
27 . Hari
Skips over
Stravinsky and
28 Some time hence
29 -The Delta of VenusSikorsky
writer
Cradle call
31 Confound
Catherine -Jones
Exactly suitable
33 Boxing-like exercise
36 Williams of tennis
David _ Roth
38 Golden State motto
Choler
39 Space leader?
Half a candy?
40 Actor Neeson
41 Newborns
42 Gives birth to

WASHINGTON (AP)
—
\rm\ lie lesse Huivj. 21, died
\lay.">.::(XM, in karbala.At first.
the Army said he was killed
when his armored vehicle was
hit by a Duck driven In an
insurgent and thai litiryj (Bed

WRECKAGE: Overview from qum elevaior of train derailment thai happened around
1230 p m in North Baltimore. Ohio. Thursday. Nov. 50.2006 This is looking to the west
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

Yoko Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers hosts hostesses
419-893-2290
465 W. Dussel Dr. Maumee.
Located in Suffolk Square.

Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarKey.com
'BARTENDING! up to $300'day No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly/semester & yr. long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
& 25" TV. Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520.
WYW.uuchflyeinnandsiuflios.cpm

For Sale

Female Subleaser Needed
Close to Campus
(419) 310-3211 lor details

WSOS Community Action Commission, a community based organization focused on the human service
needs of the disadvantaged is seeking qualified individuals for the following positions at our Bowling
Green Center:
Responsible for assisting the teacher in the operation of an a.m. and/or
p.m session compliance with national standards lor our Bowling
Green Center. Required HS diploma
or GED with prior experience working with children, infants and toddlers. Year Round. Part Time. avg.
20-27 5 hrs/wk.. $7.50 hr.
Bus Monitor - BM BG SK
Responsible for assisting in providing safe transportation of children
and families to designated locations.
Required high school diploma or
general education degree (GED): up
10 one year experience and'or training working wilh children and adults:
or equivalent combination ol education and experience. Seasonal, pantime, avg. 20 hrs/wk. $7.00;hr.
Send resume by December 15,
2006 to WSOS CAC. Attn: HR - (Indicate position), PO Box 590, Fre
monl. Ohio 43420. Affirmative Action Employer-M F'Vet Disab.
Pan-time childcare needed in our
Perrysburg home, tor infant and toddler. Tues./Fn. 7:30-5:30, experience & relerences required. Call
419-810-0019.
Summer 2007 Income Opportunity
Aqua Pro student franchises. Residential power washing business. Net
$1200 per week. May be used for inlernship credit. 866-275-2782.
Childcare needed m our Perrysburg
home. 3 weekdays. 8am-5pm. email
m.childcare@hotmail.com
Construction Sales. Fortune 200
company seeking sales professional
Competitive compensation. Background in construction a plus. Paid
vacation, holidays 40IK benefits &
more. Dec. grads welcome. Apply
by sending resume to Gale Industries. 25581 Fort Meigs Rd . Suite A
Perrysburg OH 43551.
Established Public Relations turn
seeks lo Ml ENTRY LEVEL position.
Qualified candidates will have interest in PR/Communications and be
self-staner. Duties will include registering people to vote for. or against,
state alcohol sales issue $107hr. includes additional performance bonus. Call 866-666-6995.

1990 Camry DX 4 cyl. 5 speed.
many new pads. Runs Great! $900.

419-352-3036
1991 Toyota Camry, runs, good
body bul needs new tie rods. $300
OBO. 419-575-0739 leave message
For Rent

Available August 15. 2007.
ALL CLOSE TO BGSU
227 E Reed. 3 bdrm. hse $1000
mo 606 5th St. 3 bdrm. hse $800
mo. 819 N Summit. 2 bdrm hse
$400 mo 443 N Enterprise, 3 bd
apt $550 mo 112 Ridge 1 S 2 bdrm
apt $350 mo CALL 419-686-4651
1 bdrm. house on 7th St Flex.
lease No util. Avail. Jan. 1st $420
month 419-287-4337.
1 roommate needed. Spring & Summer semesters. $200 mo./neg.
Close to campus. 740-407-8456.
1 subleaser needed lor Spring
2007. Heinz Site. $262 per mo. Call
740-361-1670 for more information.
2 bdrm apt. on 4th Street
$490 a month ♦ util. Avail. Jan. 07.
419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456.
2 bdrm. furnished apt. w/ gas fireplace. Located next to water tower
on Manville Ave. 352-5239.
3 & 4 bedroom houses to rent
Close to campus & downtown
419 308-2456

Grad students & mature undergrads
1 bdrm. apt. Close to campus. Avail.
Dec. More info call Gary 352-5414
Highland Management
1 & 2 bedroom
Lease lor 07' - 08' School Year
Office Hours 9-2pm M-F
Senior/Graduate Housing
419354-6036
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
HOLIDAY SPECIAL1
1 2 Oil First Month's RentIvywood Apartments
419-352-7691 EHO
'some restrictions apply
House avail, immed. 3 bdrm., 2 bathcentral air. washer/dryer hook-up.
fenced in yard. Call 419-494-9509.
Houses/Apts for 07-08 school year
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 532 Manville Ave
Olficeopen 10 - 2 M - F
www.bqaoartmenls com
Quiet tenants prelerred
Lrg. 1 bdrm apt. 234 1/2 S. College.
1 1/2 block from campus. $360 per
month, spring thru summer.Call 978273-2243.
Male has 2 furn. rooms for rent, w'
freedom of house. $225 ea. $100
dep 419-354-6117.
Roommate needed ASAP 1 bdrm.
$400, incl all utils. Clean. Close to
Campus. W'OS dwr.419-565-2545.
Roommates Needed.
$300
419.353-5100

"Avail. Now Rms. low as $225 mo.
1 & 2 bdrm. Apis House between
campus & DnTown low as $399 mo.
cartyrentals.com or 419-353-0325.

Semester Leases Available
Call for details
BG Village. 419-352-6335

"leasing NOW 07-08 S.Y. Houses.
Apts. EH. Rms. Some, 1 sem leases
cartyrentals.com or 419-353-0325.

Simply styling..our 1 bdrm. apts.
have lots of style lor a price that is
simply perlect! Special pricing avail..
hurry in, this is a limited time offer.
Charing Cross 419-352-0590

07 • '08 School Year
1,2 & 3 bedroom apts available.
For more into call 419-354-9740.
1 bdrm. apt., prime location downtown BG Quiet, secure, available
belore Christmas. 419-352-1584,
ask for Kirk.

Two-3 bdm houses Close to BGSU
Off-street parking, W/D. AC. One-3
bdrm. apt. w/ W/D. off-street parking
Close to BGSU. One 2 bdrm. apt
off street pkg. Close to BGSU. All
avail Aug. 15. 2007. 419-352-4773
419-265-1061 (cell).
Copper Beech Town Homes. Single
unit apt. looking lor 1 sublsr. ASAP
or looking for Spr. Sem. Fully turn,
spacious kit., brand new appliances.
W/D. A/C, central heat, breakfast
bar, hi-spd. cable & internet incld. in
rent. $650 mo. 216-538-0061.
dansolo@bgsu.edu
3 bdrm. house. A/C, 1/2 yr. lease
avail.. Jan. thru May. 418 N. Prospect. $850 . util. 330-225-6461.
3 bdrm., 1 bath, laundry room.
All appliances. New carpet.
422 N. Prospect 419-392-4969
3-4 Bedroom House. $900 month
Avail. May 2007. 640 S Summit St
Call 419308-9905

